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1. Introduction 

 

ng homes owns properties of mixed types, including but not limited to tenement, 4-in-a-

block, deck access, multi-storey, new build flats and commercial premises. 

Some buildings owned by the Association were built, or refurbished, at a time when the use 

of asbestos containing materials in their construction was common. During work on these 

buildings it is possible, therefore, that personnel could encounter asbestos. 

The presence of an asbestos containing material in itself does not constitute a danger. 

However, there is a potential risk to health if such material is disturbed and damaged. An 

isolated accidental exposure to asbestos fibres for a short duration is extremely unlikely to 

result in the development of asbestos related diseases. However, regular exposure, even at 

relatively low levels, can present a risk. As well as people employed in the building trades, 

inadvertent exposure (and consequent risk) can occur in other groups of people e.g. 

installers of I.T. systems, burglar alarms and smoke detectors, and during heating/wiring 

contracts, kitchen/bathroom replacements and door/window replacements. It is important, 

therefore, to have in place a management system which minimises the potential for 

exposure to asbestos. 

Working with and managing asbestos materials is now very tightly regulated via a number of 

different Legislative Acts. The purpose of this document is to ensure that the Association 

complies with all current Legislation, Regulations and Health and Safety Executive Guidance 

Notes. The purpose of the document is also to engender best practice within ng homes. 

2. Statement of Intent 

 

It is the policy of ng homes to ensure that, as far as is reasonably practicable, no persons are 

exposed to risks to their health due to exposure to any asbestos containing materials that 

may be present in any of the properties it owns or occupies. 

3. Policy Statement 

 

The Housing Association’s Asbestos Policy conforms with the Health and Safety at Work Act 

1974, and the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012. The Policy will apply to all buildings 

and all individuals employed by the Housing Association, and to contractors/sub- contractors 

engaged by the Association without exception. 
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4. Aims of the Policy 

 

The Association’s Policy on asbestos is to: 

 ensure the prevention of exposure to risks associated with asbestos containing 

materials. 

 ensure that any asbestos containing materials that may be present in any of its 

buildings are maintained in a condition so as to prevent the possibility of any 

harm to health occurring. 

 promote awareness of the risks from asbestos containing materials and the 

Association’s Management Procedures through training and induction of relevant 

staff. 

 provide adequate resources to ensure the provision of appropriate information, 

instructions and training. 

 ensure a commitment to comply with all relevant asbestos legislation, Approved 

Codes of Practice, Health and Safety Executive Guidance Notes and to commit to 

the safe disposal of any asbestos waste in accordance with the appropriate 

legislation. 

 ensure that a representative proportion of properties built pre 2000 are subject to 

an Asbestos Management Survey Programme and an Asbestos Register for these 

buildings is prepared and maintained. This Register will undergo regular reviews 

and will be updated after any treatment and/or removal works have been 

undertaken. 

 ensure that an appropriate Asbestos Refurbishment or Demolition Survey 

strategy is in place in accordance with current legislation.  

 ensure that only UKAS accredited asbestos consultancies are used for asbestos 

surveying works, asbestos air testing and asbestos analysis work. 

 implement an effective asbestos management strategy in order that appropriate 

measures such as inspection and, where necessary, encapsulation or removal of, 

the material can be undertaken. 

 ensure that an appropriate system is implemented and maintained for the 

management of all asbestos containing materials identified in the Register. Such 

a system is to be capable of recording the risk, the needs and priorities for 

treatment and/or removal. 
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 ensure that all Contractors and Sub-Contractors engaged to carry out work on 

any of the Association’s buildings are provided with adequate information on 

asbestos which may be disturbed by their works. 

 ensure that information regarding the presence of asbestos is contained in 

tender documentation as may be appropriate. 

 ensure licensed contractors and/or sub-contractors carry out all asbestos 

licensable works and competent contractors carry out all asbestos minor works. 

 ensure all non-licensed contractors carrying out asbestos non-licensable works 

are trained in safe working procedures and have appropriate insurance cover for 

the work being carried out. 

 ensure that relevant staff, as identified by a Training Needs Analysis of the 

Association and its contractors, have appropriate training in this Policy and 

associated procedures. 

 undertake a regular review of the Policy and associated Procedures to ensure 

they remain up to date. 

 

5. Legislation and Guidance 

 

The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 places general duties on employers and self 

employed persons to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and 

welfare of all their employees, and persons other than their employees who may be affected 

by any of their undertakings. They must also ensure that the premises, and any plant or 

substance therein, are safe and present no risks. The regulations that have either been 

introduced under this Act, or introduced to implement the requirements of EC directives, and 

are relevant to the management of asbestos, are set out below. 

 

Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations, (Amendment) 1999 requires 

an employer to assess and control risks to the health and safety of his employees and, for 

significant risk, to record the assessment. This would include the management of risks arising 

from asbestos. 

 

Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 came into force in the UK in 2012 and extended 

slightly the 2006 Regulations. The latter repealed the Asbestos Licensing Regulations 1983 (as 

amended), the Asbestos Prohibition Regulations 1992 (as amended) and the CAWR 2002. The 
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Regulations consolidated and simplified the regulatory framework by combining all of the 

previous Regulations into one framework. The new Regulations introduced a single lower 

Control Limit for airborne asbestos, a new fibre counting method (the WHO method), and the 

de-classification of Textured Coatings. The main thrust of the regulations, however, remains 

Regulation 4 and the Duty to Manage. The Requirement to manage asbestos in non-domestic 

premises (and includes the common parts of domestic premises), applies when any work with 

asbestos, or with any product containing it, is carried out by the employer. Exposure of 

employees to asbestos should be prevented, or reduced as far as reasonably practicable. The 

new regulations set down a control limit at, or above, which employees must not be exposed 

unless they are wearing respiratory protective equipment, and oblige employers to assess any 

risk prior to any work with asbestos so that appropriate measures can be taken to control 

exposure. There is also a duty to prevent or reduce, as far as is reasonably practicable, the 

spread of asbestos from the work place where work is carried out. In addition, there are also 

requirements on personal protective equipment and on ensuring that asbestos is stored or 

transferred only in suitable sealed and marked containers. The duties to protect employees 

are extended to anyone else who may be affected by the work, including members of the 

public. Protective equipment requirements are described in the Personal Protective 

Equipment at Work Regulations 1992. The 2012 Regulations added a new classification 

for low risk asbestos work i.e. Notifiable but Non Licensed Work (NNLW). All other sections of 

the Regulations are the same. 

 

The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM 15) replaced the 

2007 Regulations of the same name and provide a framework for the governance and 

management of health, safety and welfare in construction and demolition projects. The new 

Regulations saw the removal of the CDM Co-ordinator role, with the Health & Safety duties of 

the former CDM-C now being passed to the Principal Designer. The Regulations include 

various ‘notification’ and safety related documentation requirements for certain projects. 

However, in most cases of asbestos works, the Asbestos Regulations will take precedence over 

the specific requirements under CDM on the basis that asbestos controls are best determined 

by the asbestos legislation, codes of practice and guidance. 

 

Environmental Protection Act (EPA) - Disposal of Asbestos Waste 

Part II of the EPA sets out waste management and disposal requirements that affect all 

companies producing controlled waste as defined in section 75(4) of the EPA. Section 34 of the 

EPA introduces a statutory Duty of Care for all those producing or dealing with waste. All 

waste producers must follow the Duty of Care and have a statutory obligation to ensure the 
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appropriate and correct handling, transportation and ultimate disposal / treatment of the 

waste they produce. This is especially important if the material is classed as a ‘Special Waste’ 

under the Special Waste Regulations 1996, as amended, which denotes the waste as being of 

a hazardous nature and requiring specific transportation and disposal procedures to be 

followed. The waste must also be assigned a waste code under the European Waste Catalogue 

and meet specific Waste Acceptance Criteria. Waste material containing asbestos will be 

classed as Special Waste if it meets the hazardous waste criteria. 

6. Useful Guidance 

 

HSE Legal Series L143 CAR12, Approved Code of Practice and Guidance 

HSE Guidance INDG 223 A Short Guide to Managing Asbestos in 

Premises HSE Guidance HSG264 Asbestos: A survey guide 

HSE Guidance HSG227 Managing Asbestos in Premises 

HSE Guidance HSG248 Asbestos: The Analysts’ Guide 

7. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on this policy and any related 

processes or procedures. 

8. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  

 

9. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 

 

In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 
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10. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any issues with the management of asbestos  

from occurring within its’ properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and 

effectively. 

11. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Damp and Mould Policy and Procedures 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Electrical Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy  

 Electrical Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Emergency Lighting in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Gas Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

 Water Systems and Legionella Policy and Procedures 

12. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 
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Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 

your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

13. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

14. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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1. Policy Statement 

 

ng homes are committed to ensuring that all social housing tenants live in homes that are free 

from damp, mould and condensation. 

2. Policy aims 

 

ng homes aims to ensure it’s homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

 

ng homes will aim to: 

 

 Place the health and welfare of our tenants and residents first. 

 Reduce the occurrences of damp and mould to the lowest practicable level. 

 Identify damp, mould and condensation (DMC) in a timely and efficient manner. 

 Provide suitable and sufficient information and guidance to tenants and residents to assist 

them in preventing and managing DMC; and 

 Promote a positive culture inclusive of tenants/residents and staff to reduce occurrences of 

DMC. 

3. Legislation and Statutory Requirements  

 

 Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 

 Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 

 Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 (as amended) 

 The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 

 Control of Substances Harmful to Health 2002 

 Environmental Protection Act 1990 

 Equalities Act 2010 

 Tolerable Standard 

 Repairing Standard 

 Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, 2006, 2010 and 2014 

 The Building Standards (Scotland) Regulations 2017 

 Right to Repair (Housing Scotland Act 1987 as amended 2001 and 2010). Due for 

amendment 1st March 2023 

 Right to Compensation for Improvements 1987 (Housing Scotland Act 2001 and 2010) 

 The Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011 and Code of Conduct (2021) 

 Scottish Secure Tenants (Right to Repair) Regulations 2002 
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 The Building (Scotland) Regulations and Building Standards 2017 

 Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004 

 Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011 

4. Guidance 

 

 BS5250:2021 

 Building Regulations (appropriate documents) (England/Wales/NI) 

 Scottish Technical Handbooks Domestic and Non-Domestic (appropriate sections) (Scotland 

only). 

 Energy Efficiency Standards in social Housing (EESSH 1 & 2) (Scotland Only) 

 Scottish Housing Quality Standards (SHQS) 

 Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) standard parts 3 and 4, guidance and Annual Assurance 

Statement requirements. 

 SFHA Good Practice Guidance Repairs and Maintenance - 2012 

 Housing Ombudsman Complaint Handling Code  

 Spotlight on Damp and Mould 2021 (including updated version(s)) 

 Housing Quality Network – Implementing Awaab’s Law 

 

The list is not intended to be exhaustive. Staff need to be aware of relevant revisions to guidance 

and regulations periodically take place and it is their individual responsibility to apply and follow 

current legislation and guidance. 

5. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 

irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  

 

The Policy applies to the management of property owned by ng homes and subject to a Scottish 

Secure Tenancy, a Short Scottish Secure Tenancy, a Shared Ownership Occupancy Agreement Lock 

up Agreement or Lease.  

 

The Policy also applies to common areas where ng homes is the factor and should be read in 

conjunction with the Repair and Maintenance Policy. 
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6. Tenant/Resident responsibilities 

 

Using the communication channels provided by ng homes information, we will provide guidance on 

DMC and we will ask tenants/residents to regularly check for DMC and to immediately report to ng 

homes any form of DMC.  

 

Faulty equipment that will hamper the management and control of DMC (faulty extract fan, unable 

to open windows, lack of heating etc.) should also be reported. 

 

Where tenants/residents who are using environmental monitors, we would kindly request that all 

guidance provided is followed.  

 

Where remedial works have been undertaken decoration should not be undertaken by the  

tenant/resident for at least six months. 

7. Vulnerability Factors 

 

Individuals most susceptible to risk include the very young and elderly customers. This 

susceptibility is heightened when considering vulnerability factors like DMC, which correlate with 

established medical vulnerabilities such as asthma, allergies, chronic illnesses, and learning 

challenges.  

 

Managing these conditions adds layers of complexity, particularly regarding self-care. 

Consequently, those most at risk belong to a demographic marked by high susceptibility due to 

prevailing medical conditions and vulnerabilities. 

8. Planned post-work evaluations 

To ensure that treatment has been effective, and DMC has not reappeared, any improvement work 

should be accompanied by a follow-up visit to the property in line with operational procedures.  

Any issues reported by tenants in the meantime should be acted upon promptly.  

If damp and mould have reappeared, further investigation and intervention should be pursued. 
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9. Communication 

ng homes will keep tenants informed about the progress of any work to deal with DMC. This will 

include: 

 Keeping tenants/residents informed of the planned repairs. 

 Letting tenants/residents know when the repairs are complete. 

10. No access or refusal of access to a property 

 

Where DMC has been identified either by a tenant/resident or by ng homes or a property has been 

assessed as high risk, tenants/residents will be required to allow access for inspections and for the 

carrying out of remedial works (in accordance with their tenancy agreement). 

11. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on this policy and any related 

processes or procedures. 

12. Monitoring 

ng homes will monitor the effectiveness of its DMC policy. This will include: 

 Recording all reports of DMC 

 Tracking the number of repairs that are carried out to deal with DMC 

13. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  

14. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 
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In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 

15. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent DMC from occurring within its’ properties and to 

deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively. 

16. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Electrical Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Gas Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

 Water Systems and Legionella Policy 

17. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 
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your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

18. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

 

19. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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Appendix 1 - Definitions 

Damp  

Damp is when there is excess moisture in the air. It is common in places that never fully dry out or 

where there is little air movement, such as behind furniture.  

Mould  

Mould is a fungus which grows in damp areas. It is common in kitchens, bathrooms, around 

windows and doors and behind furniture.  

Condensation 

 

Condensation is the process of water vapor in the air turning into liquid water when it comes into 

contact with a cold surface. 

 

Structural Damage  

 

Structural damage refers to any impairment or deterioration in the structural components of a 

building, such as the foundation, walls, roof, or supporting beams. These components are essential 

for maintaining the building’s integrity and stability. 
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1. Policy Statement 

 

As a landlord, ng homes is responsible for repairs and maintenance to our homes, communal blocks 

and other properties we own and manage, all of which will contain electrical installations, 

equipment and appliances. 

 

This Policy forms part of our wider organisational commitment to driving a health and safety culture 

amongst staff and contractors. It will be saved on our shared drive and distributed to all relevant 

members of staff. 

2. Policy Aims 

 

ng homes aims to ensure its’ homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

3. Legislation and Statutory Requirements 

 

 The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 

 The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989   

 Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016   

 The Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 and any pursuant Acts  

 The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 

 The Provision & Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER)  

 The Building (Scotland) Regulations 2004 and any subsequent amendments 

 Environmental Protection Act 1990  

 Construction, Design and Management Regulations 2015  

 Data Protection Act 2018  

 Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR) 

 Consumer Protection Act 1987 

 The Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS)  

 The Tolerable Standard (see the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006)  

4. Codes of Practice 

 

 IET Wiring Regulations British Standard 7671: 2018 (18th edition) (as amended). 

 The Code of Practice for In-Service Inspection and Testing of Electrical Equipment (ISITEE) 

2020 (5th edition). 
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The list is not intended to be exhaustive. Staff need to be aware of relevant revisions to guidance 

and regulations periodically take place and it is their individual responsibility to apply and follow 

current legislation and guidance. 

5. Legal Duties 

 

The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 places duties on employers that all electrical installations 

and equipment within the workplace are safe and that only competent persons work on the 

electrical installations, systems, and equipment.  

 

The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016 requires ng homes to ensure that any electrical 

appliances provided as part of a tenancy are safe when first supplied.  

 

To demonstrate compliance with the Tolerable Standard and element 45 of the SHQS, ng homes 

will organise electrical safety inspections by a competent person at intervals of no more than five 

years. Additionally, where a landlord has provided any electrical appliances and/or equipment, they 

should organise inspection and testing by a competent person at intervals as recommended by the 

tester.  

 

All electrical installations should be inspected and tested prior to the occupancy of any new 

tenancies. This means that tests should be carried out whilst properties are void and when mutual 

exchanges and transfers take place.  

 

The Housing Act (Scotland) 2006 requires that every electrical installation in an HMO is inspected 

and tested at least every five years by a competent person. Additionally, where a landlord has 

provided any electrical appliances and/or equipment, they should organise inspection and testing 

by a competent person at intervals as recommended by the tester.  

6. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 

irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  

 

Arrangements must be put in place throughout ng homes so that all staff understand this policy 

along with their statutory obligations and implement the necessary measures in all areas. The 
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resulting measures should ensure the arrangements include all statutory obligations, contained 

within this policy.   

 

All policies and strategies should be administered by those with responsibility for managing the 

buildings.   

 

7. Inspection and Testing Programmes 

 

ng homes and our appointed contractor will carry out a programme of five yearly electrical 

installation inspections and tests to all domestic properties, communal blocks, and other properties 

(unless the competent person recommends an earlier next test date).  

 

Electrical appliances and equipment will be inspected and tested annually or as instructed by a 

competent and qualified person.  

 

The inspection and test is derived from the anniversary date of the most recent EICR or Inservice 

Inspection and Testing Record. 

 

8. Emergency Lighting 

 

Emergency lighting will be installed in buildings considered to be at higher risk. In a building 

containing flats or maisonettes emergency lighting will be provided in the following areas (where 

relevant): 

 

 an underground car park including any protected zone serving it, where less than 30% of 

the perimeter of the car park is open to the external air. 

 a protected zone or unprotected zone serving a basement storey or a protected zone or 

unprotected zone in a high-rise domestic building. 

 

The emergency lighting should be installed in accordance with BS 5266: Part 1: 2016 as read in 

association with BS 5266: Part 7: 1999 (BS EN: 1838: 2013). 

 

To assist the evacuation of occupants in high-rise domestic buildings, every protected lobby, 

protected zone (including escape stairs) and any other associated escape route should be provided 

with emergency lighting designed and installed in accordance with BS 5266: Part 1: 2005 as read 

in association with (BS EN: 1838: 2013). 
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9. Rewires 

 

All properties which have had a rewire, will receive their first electrical installation inspection five 

years after the installation date.  

 

10. Access 

 

Where access is not provided, refer to ng homes’ No Access Policy. 

11. Corrective Actions 

 

ng homes will endeavour to repair all Code 1 (C1) and Code 2 (C2) observations identified by an 

electrical installation inspection and test at the time of the check, to ensure a safe electrical 

installation. In the case of a C1 observation being found interim action to remove the danger may 

be applied. 

 

Where this is not possible, ng homes appointed contractor will make the installation safe and return 

to complete the required remedial works within 28 working days, to ensure a safe electrical 

installation.   

 

Where any C1 and C2 observations have been repaired, they will be recorded to provide an audit of 

the work completed.  

 

We will review all Code 3 (C3) and Further Investigation (FI) observations and determine the most 

appropriate course of action. 

 

All observations associated with the distribution network operator and/or electrical supplier shall be 

reported to the relevant organisations.  

 

Defective electrical equipment or appliances will be taken out of service until repaired or where 

required replaced.  

 

12. Data Protection and Record Keeping  

 

ng homes will treat tenants’ personal data in line with our obligations under the General Data 

Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how data will be 

used and the basis for processing data is provided in ng homes’ Fair Processing Notice. 
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ng homes will maintain a core asset register of all properties we own or manage, with 

component/attribute data against each property to show electrical safety servicing requirements.  

 

ng homes will operate a robust process to manage all changes to stock, including property 

acquisitions and disposals, to ensure that properties are not omitted from the electrical safety 

programme and the programme remains up-to-date.  

 

ng homes will maintain accurate records, against each property we own and/or manage, for the 

following:  

 

 Inspection dates 

 Electrical Installation Condition Report (EICRs) 

 Minor Electrical Works Certificates  

 Electrical Installation Certificates.  

 Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) for in service electrical equipment  

 Certificate of Construction  

 

ng homes have robust processes and controls in place to maintain appropriate levels of security for 

all electrical safety-related data. 

 

Records should preferably be kept for the working life of the electrical system (HSR 25).  

13. Competent Person(s) 

 

All service providers undertaking electrical works on behalf of the client (including where any works 

are sub-contracted to others), must be registered with a UKAS Accredited Competent Person 

Scheme, for example NICEIC, SELECT etc. All works undertaken shall be within the remit of the 

service providers registration. 

14. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on this policy and any related 

processes or procedures. 

15. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  
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16. Non-Compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 

 

In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 

17. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any electrical issues from occurring within its’ 

properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively. 

18. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Damp, Mould and Condensation (DMC) Policy and Procedures 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Gas Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 
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 Water Systems and Legionella Policy 

19. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 

your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

20. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

21. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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1. Policy Statement 

 

ng homes is committed to ensuring that all social housing tenants live in homes where the risk from 

natural gas is reduced to as low a level as is reasonably practicable. 

 

ng homes recognises the potential health risks associated with natural gas used for fuel in housing 

association properties.   

 

Potential risks associated with gas as a fuel are significant, given the risk of fire/explosion, or from 

carbon monoxide poisoning due to incomplete combustion arising out of poor or irregular 

maintenance of appliances and systems. 

 

ng homes will take all reasonable steps to ensure that appropriate management systems are in 

place to ensure employees and members of the public are not put at risk from the effects of natural 

gas or carbon monoxide. 

 

The Gas Safety Installation and Use Regulations places important duties on landlords of all 

properties to ensure that gas appliances and their flues are maintained in a safe condition, annual 

safety checks are carried out, and records are kept and issued (or in certain cases displayed) to 

tenants.  These duties are in addition to the more general ones that landlords have under the Health 

and Safety at Work Act and the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations. 

2. Background 

 

ng homes is responsible for gas safety within all its’ properties and within communal areas. 

3. Policy Aims 

 

ng homes aims to ensure its homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

 

ng homes will aim to: 

 

 Place the health and welfare of our tenants and residents first. 

 Minimise the risks from natural gas from within those premises which ng homes own or 

manage.  
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 Ensure that gas safety statutory compliance and performance of assets is appropriately 

recorded, monitored, reported, reviewed and where appropriate, improved.  

 Ensure an effective approach to risk management and service continuity.  

4. Legislation and Statutory Requirements 

 

 Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 

 Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 

 Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 (as amended) 

 The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 

 Control of Substances Harmful to Health 2002 

 Environmental Protection Act 1990 

 Equalities Act 2010 

 DSEAR 2002 

5. Guidance 

 

 TB055 Duties of Landlords 

 INDG285 A Guide to Landlords’ Duties: Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations as 

amended. 

 IGEM/G/11 The Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure 

 IGEM/G/11 The Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure – Supplement 1 

6. Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 

 

These regulations, supported by the Approved Code of Practice (ACoP) L56, stipulate exactly how 

gas safety will be achieved.  The fundamental requirements are: 

 

 Installations, appliances and their flues shall be installed in such a way that  

they will be safe to use, and installations, appliances and their flues shall be  

maintained in a safe condition so as to prevent risk of injury to any person (in  

lawful occupation).  This also applies to employers or self-employed persons  

in respect of places of work under their control. 

 Appliances and flues relevant to those appliances in premises which are let,  

shall be checked for safety at intervals of no more than 12 months.  A  

certificate (referred to as the Landlord’s Gas Safety Record), confirming the  

findings must be given to the tenant or responsible occupier  

 Landlords shall ensure that the work undertaken on their behalf is done by a  
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Member, or employee of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) “Approved Class of Persons”.  

For the time being the approved class of person is one currently registered with the Gas Safe 

Register (GSR). 

 

6.1. Regulation 26(9) 

 

Where a person performs work on a gas appliance, they shall immediately thereafter examine:  

a) the effectiveness of any flue. 

b) the supply of combustion air. 

c) Its’ operating pressure / heat input, or where necessary both. 

ca) if it is not reasonably practicable to examine its operating pressure or heat input (or, where 

necessary, both), it’s combustion performance 

d) Its’ operation so as to ensure its safe functioning.   

 

Thereafter, take all reasonably practicable steps to notify any defect to the responsible person, and 

where different, the owner of the premises in which the appliance or flue is installed, or where 

neither is reasonably practicable, the supplier of gas to the appliance.  

 

6.2. Regulations 36 – Duties of Landlords 

 

Regulation 36 places important duties on most landlords of domestic property to ensure that gas 

appliances and flues are maintained in a safe condition, annual safety checks are carried out, and 

records are kept and issued (or in certain cases displayed) to tenants. 

 

The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations; Regulation 36, places 2 duties upon a landlord, 

those being: 

 

1) to maintain all gas appliances, flues and gas installations; (appliances that the tenant 

cannot legally remove); and 

2) to undertake an annual safety check of gas appliances and flues and produce 

documents to support. 

 

The contract states that appliances owned by ng homes shall be serviced and checked for gas safety 

at intervals of no more than 12 months from the previously recorded Gas Safety check/service date. 
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6.3. Regulation 36 – Tenants’ Own Appliances 

 

ng homes will service and check the safety of all appliances and flues that the tenant cannot legally 

remove.  

 

In respect of tenants’ own appliances ng homes accepts its’ liabilities to the flues of the properties 

that tenants’ own appliances are connected to.  In recognition of those liabilities, ng homes will 

undertake a gas safety check on all appliances connected to ng homes property flues. 

 

As a minimum the safety check will include, but will not be limited to, those checks detailed in the 

Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations, Regulation 26 (9). In respect of appliances not 

connected to flues owned by the ng homes, a visual inspection for safe use will be undertaken (in 

accordance with IGEM/G/11 Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure GISUP). 

 

Before a ng homes resident has a gas appliance installed, permission must be requested in writing 

from ng homes. Only a Gas Safe Registered Engineer can install or work on a gas appliance in an ng 

homes property.  

 

ng homes will, as a minimum, require details of the engineer’s Gas Safe Registration and 

competencies as well as an installation safety record as part of any gas appliance installation. 

 

6.4. Regulation 36A 

 

Regulation 36A is an amendment to The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998.  

 

ng homes can schedule a gas safety check up to 2 months early. This system allows ng homes to 

have a longer time schedule and complete safety checks without having to change the annual 

deadline date each year. 

 

Regulation 36A is not compulsory, and therefore ng homes are not obligated to implement the new 

scheme. 

7. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 
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irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  

 

The Policy applies to the management of property owned by ng homes and subject to a Scottish 

Secure Tenancy, a Short Scottish Secure Tenancy, a Shared Ownership Occupancy Agreement Lock 

up Agreement or Lease.  

 

The Policy also applies to common areas where ng homes is the factor and should be read in 

conjunction with the Repairs and Maintenance Policy. 

 

Arrangements must be put in place throughout ng homes so that all staff understand this policy 

along with their statutory obligations and implement the necessary measures in all areas. The 

resulting measures should ensure the arrangements include all statutory obligations, contained 

within this policy.   

 

All policies and strategies should be administered by those with responsibility for managing the 

buildings.  Cooperation between persons with gas safety responsibilities in the above context is a 

fundamental requirement of this policy. 

 

The requirements of this policy, along with the relevant statutory obligations contained within the 

Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE) Approved Code of Practice and guidance document L56 and the 

Health & Safety Guidance - INDG285 apply to those premises where ng homes operates from, 

irrespective of the ownership of the building.   

8. Tenant/Resident responsibilities 

ng homes will provide guidance on gas safety via its’ communication channels. 

 

Faulty equipment should also be reported by the tenant. 

 

Tenants must allow access to ng homes and contractors for safety checks and maintenance to 

ensure compliance with Regulation 36 of GSIUR. 

 

Tenants must not use any gas appliance or fittings that they know or suspect to be unsafe.  

 

Gas Safe Register require registered installers to disconnect any gas appliance or fittings that are so 

dangerous as to be a threat to life if they are used. 
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9. Employee and Contractor Guidance and Instruction 

 

ng homes provides guidance and specific instructions for all employees and external contractors, 

whilst undertaking gas work.  This is with the aim of satisfying the legal duties of the current Gas 

Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998.  The work detailed within the specification may also 

include other aspects that will assist ng homes in satisfying its’ duty of care to tenants. 

 

10. Qualifying Contractors and Operative Responsibiliities 

 

The duties placed on ng homes by the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations, state that the 

Association must ensure ng homes employees, or contractors it intends to use, are suitably Gas Safe 

Registered (GSR) and competent for the categories of work they are expected to undertake. 

 

The Gas Safe Register can be accessed to verify registration on 0800 408 5500 or go on the website 

by clicking the following link to check online: www.gassaferegister.co.uk 

 

Registered engineers must hold relevant qualifications under the Accredited Certification Scheme 

(ACS).  

 

After completion of the evaluation, a register of all ng homes employees or contractors employed on 

the above work will be kept on file for verification purposes.  

 

Copies of current GSR registration, insurance certificates, operative’s registration, and qualifications 

will be kept. Details will be checked regularly and updated as required and audited annually. 

 

ID cards contains a photo of the engineer, their business registration number and personal license 

number, company name, the start and expiry date of the card and a security hologram. The reverse 

of the card details what kind of gas work the engineer is able to do. 

 

Copies of both the front and back of the card must be retained for each engineers, clearly showing a 

matching serial number on each side. 

 

A safety check and servicing programme will be provided by the Contractor to ng homes three 

months prior to the first safety check and service. 

 

ng homes will only approve competent contractors for the gas servicing contract or the installation 

of new appliances.  
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The contractor will ensure a safety check and service on ng homes’ gas appliances is carried out, as 

a minimum, within a 12-month period.   

 

The contractor must also ensure that as a minimum standard, battery powered carbon monoxide 

detector (BS EN 50291(domestic) and BS 7860(non-domestic) certified) is installed and have the 

battery renewed when the annual safety check and service is being carried out. Where only a 

battery powered carbon monoxide detector exists, the contract must alert ng homes to this. 

 

Regular reports, including formal monthly reports and daily electronic updates will be received 

during the safety check and servicing programme period. Details on the units completed, non-access 

to property and planned dates for the outstanding appliances will be provided to ng homes by the 

Contractor. 

 

The Contractor will provide breakdown reports and Landlord Gas Safety Records in electronic format 

which will be submitted within 7 days of any work being carried out. Work and safety records will be 

stored on ng homes work management system. It is a legal requirement that all Landlord Gas Safety 

Records be kept until a minimum of 2 further safety records are completed, and it is a ng homes 

requirement that they are archived for a minimum of five years to comply with internal policies. 

 

The contractor will provide a Landlord Gas Safety Record certificate in electronic format. 

 

To demonstrate that operatives have carried out the tests and checks required by the relevant Gas 

Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations, ng homes will have in place uniform documentation and 

paperwork that will allow positive records to be completed for confirmation and future reference.  

Where any tests and checks are carried out by an operative the work records will ‘positively record’ 

the information detailed in the procedure. 

             

The Contractor is required to advise ng homes immediately when an unsafe appliance is identified.  

The Contractor will apply a warning label to the unsafe appliance. The label should not be removed 

until repairs are complete. 

 

The Contractor will be required to provide temporary Electrical Heating to the tenant in cases where 

the heating system has been condemned or awaiting parts for repair. ng homes will compensate the 

tenant directly for power used by temporary heating. 
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When working on ng homes appliances, the Contractor will at all times comply with legislation and 

amend practices and procedures in accordance with changing legislation. 

 

The Contractor will undertake a gas safety check on all appliances connected to ng homes property 

flues. As a minimum, the safety check will include, but will not be limited to, those checks detailed in 

the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations, Regulation 26 (9). In respect of appliances not 

connected to flues owned by ng homes, a visual inspection for safe use will be undertaken (in 

accordance with IGEM/G/11 Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure GISUP). 

11. Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure (GSIUR – IGEM/G/11) 

 

IGEM/G/11 provides guidance for ng homes employees and contractors to follow when dealing with 

unsafe situations. 

 

Following this procedure will also ensure ng homes meets Regulations 34 (1 & 2) of the Gas Safety 

(Installation and Use) Regulations. This regulation imposes a duty on the responsible person for any 

premises (for instance, the occupier or owner (e.g., landlord) of the premises) not to use or permit 

the use of any unsafe appliance.  

 

People carrying out specified work (e.g., on service pipes, gas fittings or appliances) must report 

any appliance or installation they suspect is dangerous to the responsible person for the premises 

and follow the procedure as laid out in GSIUR e.g. seek permission to disconnect, apply appropriate 

labels and issue a warning notice. Or where an Immediately Dangerous situation is identified and 

disconnection of the gas supply is refused or not possible notify the gas supplier or transporter, as 

appropriate. 

12. Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences  Regulations  (RIDDOR) 

 

There is a requirement under RIDDOR for certain types of Dangerous Gas Fittings to be reported to 

the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).  The purpose of this requirement is to allow the HSE to 

investigate and monitor incidents and give appropriate publicity to them in the interests of public 

safety. 

 

RIDDOR Regulation 11 (2) requires registered gas businesses to notify the HSE of installations which 

by reason of 'design, construction, manner of installation, modification, maintenance and/or 

servicing' pose an immediate threat to gas users from gas leakage, inadequate combustion of gas or 

inadequate removal of products of combustion, but only relates where faulty workmanship is the 
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cause.  There is no requirement to report fittings that are dangerous due to lack of maintenance / 

servicing alone. This requirement allows the HSE to identify dangers arising from bad design or 

workmanship. 

 

 Only those installations that as a result of design, construction, manner of installation, modification 

or servicing, pose a risk of death, or major injury to gas users should be reported. In general, these 

will be ID situations; examples that should be reported are listed below.  However, it should not be 

regarded as an exhaustive list: 

 

a) Instances where the use of unsatisfactory fittings or poor workmanship result  

 in a gas escape outside the tolerance of a tightness test. 

b) Uncapped, open-ended pipes connected to the gas supply. 

c) Appliances that are spilling products of combustion, or show signs of having 

 done so, e.g. staining around draught diverters on open-flued appliances or  

 above gas fires, with no evidence that the cause has been rectified. 

d) Defective flues or chimneys that are not clearing flue gases. 

e) Appliances that should be flued, but are not. 

f) Appliances that are not suitable for use with the gas supplied (e.g. natural 

 gas appliances being used with LPG). 

g) Appliances that have had a safety device, such as a flame  failure/supervision device, made 

inoperative. 

h) Appliances that are connected to the gas supply by a connection made of  

 unsatisfactory material, such as garden hose; and 

i) Appliances that are dangerous through faulty servicing. 

 

Gas Safe Registered Gas Installers are required (by RIDDOR) to carry out this reporting and a report 

must be made within 14 days of discovery. 

 

When a dangerous gas fitting is identified by a Contractor a RIDDOR reporting form F2508G2 will be 

completed on site.  The F2508G2 RIDDOR form will be forwarded to the CA with his paperwork, in 

line with contractual requirements. A copy will be made by the CA and returned to the contractor for 

his own records. 

 

The RIDDOR form F2508G2 will be forwarded to ng homes for them to forward to the HSE. 
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13. Attending a Site after a Gas Related Incident 

 

When a contractor attends a site and is informed that there has been an incident reported to the 

HSE, then no work other than ‘making safe’ must be carried out.  The CA will be informed of the 

situation, who will liaise with the HSE and arrange for the site to be ‘mothballed’ until any on-site 

investigations are completed. 

14. Gas Escapes and/or Reports of Fumes 

 

ng homes will ensure it meets Regulation 34 (1 & 2) of the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) 

Regulations in ensuring the safety of its tenants from gas escapes or suspected emission of products 

of combustion (fumes) in domestic properties. 

 

Where an unsafe situation is discovered by an engineer, the engineer must follow the guidance in 

IGEM/G/11. 

 

When attending a report of fumes engineers attending on behalf of ng homes must follow the 

guidance in IGEM/G/11 Supplement 1. 

 

Where a member of ng homes or the contractor customer service teams receive a call reporting 

either a gas escape or a report of fumes, the tenant should be directed to contact the gas 

emergency service on 0800 111 999. Where the tenant has not or cannot contact the gas 

emergency service, this should be done by ng homes or the contractor. A reference number for the 

call should be taken. 

 

Whilst on the call the tenant should be advised: 

 

 Turn off the supply at the emergency control valve. 

 Open doors and windows. 

 Do NOT use naked flames. 

 Do NOT use electrical switches. 

 Do Not smoke. 

 

The call/report should be treated as an emergency and attended to immediately. 
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15. Procedure for Gaining Access 

 

ng homes provides guidance for all employees and external contractors involved in the process to 

demonstrate that all reasonably practicable steps to gain access to tenanted properties has been 

undertaken. This is with the aim of satisfying the legal duties of the current Gas Safety (Installation 

and Use) Regulations.  Landlords have a duty to maintain all the appliances they own, as well as 

undertake a safety check and produce a safety record.  This is to be undertaken at intervals of no 

more than 12 months. In the event of no access our No Access Policy will be followed.  

16. Void Properties 

 

ng homes employees and contractors will ensure that in the case of a tenant vacating a property, 

gas fittings/appliances are safe before the property is re-let or worked in by other trades.  

 

On the first occupancy day of the property a full service/safety check and inspection of the 

installation will be undertaken, and a landlord’s Gas Safety Record produced and issued to ng homes 

and a copy given to the tenant. This is a new tenant and therefore the requirements of the Gas 

Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 36 (6b) apply. A copy of the existing or new Landlord’s 

Gas Safety Record will be given to a new tenant before taking up occupancy. 

17. Mutual Exchange 

 

ng homes employees and contractors will ensure that in the case of a tenant vacating/exchanging a 

property that gas fittings/appliances are safe before the property is re-let. 

 

Particular attention needs to be made of any appliances owned by the vacating tenant that are not 

removed e.g. cookers will be removed and disposed of. 

 

When an application for ‘Mutual Exchange’ of properties has been approved, ng homes will ensure 

that gas fittings/appliances are safe before the exchange can take place. The contractor will 

complete a new LGSR prior to the exchange. 

 

Mutual exchanges constitute a new tenant and therefore the requirements of the Gas Safety 

(Installation and Use) Regulations 36 (6b) apply. A copy of the existing or new Landlord’s Gas 

Safety Record will be given to a new tenant before taking up occupancy. 
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18. Temporary Sleeping Accommodation 

 

Certain appliances, as defined in Regulation 30 of GSIUR, are not permitted to be installed where an 

area is used as sleeping accommodation. 

 

This also includes a situation where a tenant is using an area for sleeping as a temporary situation. 

 

Regulation 30: 

 

No person shall install a gas fire, other gas space heater, or water heater of more than 14 kilowatt 

gross heat input in a room used or intended to be used as sleeping accommodation, unless the 

appliance is a room sealed appliance. 

 

No person shall install a gas fire, other gas space heater, or water heater of more than 14 kilowatt 

gross heat input in a room used, or intended to be used as sleeping accommodation, and no person 

shall install an instantaneous water heater unless (in each case): 

  

 It is a room sealed appliance: or 

 It incorporates a safety control designed to shut down the appliance before there is a build-

up of a dangerous quantity of the products of combustion in the room concerned. 

 

No tenant is permitted to use an area where gas appliances are installed as per the above. 

19. Quality Control 

 

ng homes conduct a systematic approach to quality control that is both efficient and effective, and 

the results clearly demonstrated and documented.   

 

ng homes monitor and record the quality and safety of gas work that is carried out by all gas 

operatives working within ng homes premises. 

 

To demonstrate the Association’s commitment to safety and quality ng homes will undertake and 

require our contractors to participate in a ‘Risk’ based quality assurance procedure:  

 

 Contractors’ quality control – in line with their contract evaluation submission, with evidence 

supplied monthly at progress meetings. 
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 Internal quality control – verification of contractual arrangements and administrative checks 

on electronic documentation. 

 External, independent quality control – provide a level of quality assurance to determine 

safety compliance and value for money. Across heating installations, repairs and servicing 

and maintenance work. The levels to be determined by the risks they pose. 

20. Training 

ng homes will provide gas safety training to relevant staff.  

ng homes expect its’ contractor to have all relevant staff trained and competent in relevant gas 

safety areas. 

21. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 

 

In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 

22. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any issues with gas from occurring within its’ 

properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively. 

23. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 
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 Damp, Mould and Condensation (DMC) Policy and Procedures 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Electrical Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy  

 Electrical Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Emergency Lighting in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

24. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 

your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

25. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

26. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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Appendix 1 - Definitions 

 

Gas Appliances 

 

Are appliances used for heating, lighting, cooking or other purposes for which gas can be used. In 

general, portable or mobile appliances are not covered, except for the use of portable or mobile 

space heaters (e.g. LPG cabinet heaters). 

 

Gas Fittings 

 

Are pipework, valves (other than emergency controls), regulators, meters and fittings, apparatus 

and appliances designed for the use of the tenant for heating, lighting, cooking or other purposes for 

which gas can be used. 

 

Gas Flues 

 

A passage for conveying the products of combustion from the gas appliance to the external air. 

 

Gas 

 

Includes natural gas (methane), LPG (Liquified Petroleum Gases) and Hydrogen. 
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1. Policy Statement 

 

ng homes are committed to ensuring that our homes, communal blocks and other properties we 

own and manage, where the risks from fire is reduced to as low as reasonably practicable. 

 

ng homes aim to ensure its’ homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

 

This Policy forms part of our wider organisational commitment to driving a health and safety culture 

amongst staff and contractors. It will be saved on our shared drive and distributed to all relevant 

members of staff. 

2. Policy Aims 

 

The aim of this policy is to provide a robust fire safety framework which can be implemented to 

secure the safety and wellbeing of tenants, staff, visitors and firefighters and is intended to 

facilitate the effective management of fire safety, ensuring that all reasonable steps are taken to 

comply with the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005, the Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 2006 and all other 

relevant legislation. 

3. Legislation and Statutory Requirements 

 

 Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 

 Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 

 Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 (as amended) 

 The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 

 Control of Substances Harmful to Health 2002 

 Environmental Protection Act 1990 

 Equalities Act 2010 

 Fire (Scotland) Act 2005  

 Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 2006  

 Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 

 Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 

 Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996 

 Tolerable Standard 

 Repairing Standard 

 Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, 2006, 2010 and 2014 

 The Building Standards (Scotland) Regulations 2017 
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 Right to Repair (Housing Scotland Act 1987 as amended 2001 and 2010).  

 Right to Compensation for Improvements 1987 (Housing Scotland Act 2001 and 2010) 

 The Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011 and Code of Conduct (2021) 

 Scottish Secure Tenants (Right to Repair) Regulations 2002 

 The Building (Scotland) Regulations and Building Standards 2017 

 Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004 

 Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011 

4. Guidance 

 

 BS 5839-6:2019+2020 

 BS 5499 

 Scottish Technical Handbooks Domestic and Non-Domestic (appropriate sections) (Scotland 

only). 

 Scottish Housing Quality Standards (SHQS) 

 Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) standard parts 3 and 4, guidance and Annual Assurance 

Statement requirements. 

 SFHA Good Practice Guidance Repairs and Maintenance – 2012 

 Scottish Government Practical Fire Safety Guidance for Existing High-Rise Domestic 

Buildings  

 Scot Government advice for building owners on assurance and replacing of flat entrance fire 

doors (updated 2 August 2018) 

 Guide to Undertaking Technical Assessments of Fire Performance of Construction Products 

Based on Fire Test Evidence. 

 

The list is not intended to be exhaustive. Staff need to be aware of relevant revisions to guidance 

and regulations periodically take place and it is their individual responsibility to apply and follow 

current legislation and guidance. 

5. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 

irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  
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The Policy applies to the management of property owned by ng homes and subject to a Scottish 

Secure Tenancy, a Short Scottish Secure Tenancy, a Shared Ownership Occupancy Agreement Lock 

up Agreement or Lease.  

 

The Policy also applies to common areas where ng homes is the factor and should be read in 

conjunction with the Repair and Maintenance Policy. 

6. Fire Risk Assessment 

 

The legal requirements for Fire Risk Assessments can be complicated and often misunderstood.  

 

Domestic premises are sometimes thought to be excluded, all areas defined as workplaces must be 

assessed for risk, including plant rooms and other non-tenant-accessible areas.  

 

Common areas of domestic premises require to be maintained in a certain condition suitable for the 

fire brigade and ng homes will undertake a ‘representative’ risk assessing programme. 

 

Therefore, ng homes will create a Fire Risk Assessment Procedure and arrange for competent 

consultants to carry out fire risk assessments and regular reviews in accordance with the 

Procedure. 

 

Fire risk assessment must only be undertaken by a suitably competent and qualified Fire Risk 

Assessor. 

 

Competency requirements are described in the Guide to Undertaking Technical Assessments of Fire 

Performance of Construction Products Based on Fire Test Evidence. 

 

The fire safety risk assessment will be kept under continuous review. 

7. Fire and Smoke Alarms 

 

The Association will provide smoke and heat alarms in every property in compliance with the 

Scottish Building Standards.  

 

All alarms will be interlinked, either mains powered or using sealed battery alarms, and provided 

with an integral stand-by power supply (a minimum of class D). 
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ng homes will ensure that fire and smoke alarms are in proper working order at the start of each 

tenancy.  

 

ng homes will ensure that all smoke alarms are installed in accordance with the recommendations 

contained in BS EN14604:2005 and heat alarms comply with BS 5446-2:2003. 

 

Specialised alarms will be given to tenants who have a disability, an impairment or special needs 

(e.g. smoke alarms with a vibrating pad, flashing light etc.). These will be installed in addition to 

smoke alarms, heat alarms or carbon monoxide detectors. 

8. Unwanted Fire Alarm Activations 

 

From 1 July 2023, the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) will no longer attend automatic fire 

alarm (AFA) call outs to commercial business and workplace premises, such as factories, offices, 

shops and leisure facilities - unless a fire has been confirmed. 

 

ng homes with a responsibility for workplace premises under their control, will safely investigate a 

fire alarm before calling 999. Scottish Fire Service control room operators will ask for confirmation 

of an actual fire, or signs of fire, before sending the nearest resource. 

 

SFRS will treat any fire alarm as a sign of fire, other than from a single smoke detector. Other 

signs of fire include:  

 

 Visual flame/smoke 

 Smell of burning 

 Any other fire alarm signal  

 

Sleeping premises, such as hospitals, care homes, hotels or domestic dwellings will continue to get 

an emergency response. 

9. Fire Doors and Compartmentation 

 

Buildings containing flats and maisonettes will be split into fire-resisting compartments by fire-

resisting doors, walls and floors which will provide a physical barrier to fire. 

 

Flat entrance fire doors leading to a shared or communal area are required to provide fire and 

smoke protection and are critical to most fire strategies for buildings. 
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Any new or replacement fire door leading on to communal areas shall meet the requirements of 

the Scottish Building Standards Domestic Technical Handbook (current version).  

 

Fire doors in high-rise domestic buildings, commercial buildings, HMOs, etc. will have fire doors 

inspected every six months in the communal areas. There are no such recommendations to do 

similar inspections on fire doors in general low-rise domestic properties.  

 

Fire door inspections shall check as a minimum: 

 

 if there has been any alterations or damage to glazing apertures or air transfer grille 

 if there are any gaps around the door frame and that seals and hinges are fitted correctly 

 that the door closer shuts the door 

 that the door closes correctly around the whole frame 

 that there is no visible damage (either deliberate or from wear and tear) to the door or door 

closer 

10. Access and Facilities for the Fire Service 

 

ng homes will ensure: 

 

 There must be proper external access to the building to allow fire appliances to be brought 

close to the building for effective use.  

 There must be adequate access points into and within the building to allow firefighting 

personnel to search, rescue and fight fire.  

 The building must be equipped with sufficient internal fire mains and other facilities to assist 

firefighters in carrying out their duties. 

 

 

11. Houses of Multiple Occupation, High-rise Buildings and Commercial Buildings 

 

All licenced HMOs and commercial premises managed by ng homes: 

 

 Will be fire risk assessed by a competent assessor, with periodicity determined by the fire 

risk assessment 

 Will have doors opening in the direction of escape 

 Will be supplied with appropriate, maintained extinguishers 

 Will have the fire evacuation procedure details relayed to relevant persons 
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12. Emergency Lighting 

 

Emergency lighting will be installed in buildings considered to be at higher risk. In a building 

containing flats or maisonettes emergency lighting will be provided in the following areas (where 

relevant): 

 

 an underground car park including any protected zone serving it, where less than 30% of 

the perimeter of the car park is open to the external air. 

 a protected zone or unprotected zone serving a basement storey or a protected zone or 

unprotected zone in a high-rise domestic building. 

 

The emergency lighting should be installed in accordance with BS 5266: Part 1: 2016 as read in 

association with BS 5266: Part 7: 1999 (BS EN: 1838: 2013). 

 

To assist the evacuation of occupants in high-rise domestic buildings, every protected lobby, 

protected zone (including escape stairs) and any other associated escape route should be provided 

with emergency lighting designed and installed in accordance with BS 5266: Part 1: 2005 as read 

in association with (BS EN: 1838: 2013). 

13. Emergency Exit Doors 

 

ng homes will ensure all doors which are to be used in an emergency can be opened from the 

inside without the use of a key. 

14. Signage 

 

Fire action signs will be placed in the corridors, entrance doors, and common areas on all levels of 

the building. These fire safety signs will comply with BS 5499 and the Health and Safety (Safety 

Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996. 

 

15. Heat and Smoke Control 

 

SFRS will be provided with the facility to release smoke and heat from a fire during their firefighting 

and rescue operations.  

 

Ventilation should be provided to every escape stair, fire-fighting stair, fire-fighting lobby and to 

every protected lobby or protected corridor where appropriate. 
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16. Fire Equipment 

 

Sprinklers may be installed where ng homes is unable to reduce particular risks by other means. 

 

ng homes will not install fire extinguishers in dwellings as tenants are not likely to be trained on the 

safe use of extinguishers. Accidents can occur if tenants try to use them in the event of a fire or if 

they are discharged through malice or horseplay.  

 

To assist SFRS: 

 

 Dry risers will be installed in any building that is over 18 metres in height.  

 Wet risers will be installed in buildings over 50 metres in height. 

 Outlets will be present on each floor and located in a fire escape staircase or similar 

protected location. 

 

17. Maintenance and Repairs 

 

ng homes is committed to ensuring that all premises, equipment, and devices provided for fire 

safety are well-maintained. To achieve this, we have put in place a suitable system of maintenance 

to keep them in an efficient state, efficient working order, and good repair. 

 

In case any repairs are needed, ng homes will ensure that they are carried out within the timescale 

set in our repair policy by a competent person. 

 

Clear records will be maintained of the processes in place and actions carried out. 

18. Tenant Responsibilities 

 

ng homes have limited control over the activities of tenants within their flats; this is compounded 

by other parts of the building perhaps being under different ownership. 

 

Varying levels of knowledge regarding fire safety will exist among tenants. It is important, 

therefore, that tenants are fully informed regarding their responsibilities in Fire Safety within the 

building. 

 

ng homes include fire safety obligations within tenancy agreements and will issue regular fire 

safety information through our normal communication channels.  
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Tenants are reminded to: 

 

 test smoke alarms on a weekly basis; 

 ensure all communal areas are not obstructed;  

 ensure fire doors are not propped open or otherwise disabled, and; 

 Where there is any damage to entrance door sets these must be reported immediately. 

 

A door set is a complete door assembly, assembled on site or delivered as a completed assembly, 

consisting of the door frame, door leaf or leaves, essential hardware and any integral side panel or 

fanlight (but excluding coupled assembly, a door set and window that are supplied as separate self- 

contained frames and fixed together on site). 

 

Tenants, where relevant, will be provided with information on the fire detection system and 

evacuation procedures / assembly points. 

 

ng homes tenancy agreements will state that front doors cannot be changed without the express 

permission of ng homes. 

 

Communication methods will take account of tenants any language or learning difficulties (e.g. 

braille, audio, different language, etc.). 

19. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on this policy and any related 

processes or procedures. 

20. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  

21. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 
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In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive.  

22. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any issues with fire safety from occurring within 

its’ properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively. 

23. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Damp, Mould and Condensation (DMC) Policy and Procedures 

 Data Protection Policy and Procedures 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Electrical Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Electrical Safety Policy 

 Emergency Lighting in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Gas Safety Policy 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

24. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 
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Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 

your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

25. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

 

26. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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1. Policy Statement 

 

ng homes owns and manages a range of assets including single dwellings and non-domestic 

assets. The key objective of this Policy is to describe how ng homes will manage lift and lifting 

equipment safety risk so far as is reasonably practicable, including: 

 

 The identification of its specific responsibilities for each of its Assets. 

 The creation of a policy and associated staff training to provide guidance on the 

implementation of the commitments contained in this Policy. 

 The key activities (e.g., thorough examination and maintenance) that ng homes 

undertakes. 

 Maintaining competent staff and contractors. 

 Communicating internally, with tenants and other stakeholders 

 How ng homes, as Duty Holder, will delegate responsibility for the implementation of 

this Policy, monitor its effectiveness and receive assurance of compliance. 

2. Policy Aims 

 

ng homes aims to ensure its homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of an 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

3. Legislation and Statutory Requirements 

 ACOP L22 PUWER - Safe use of work equipment 

 BS7255: 2012: Code of practice for safe working on lifts 

 Construction Design & Management Regulations 2015. 

 Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 

 Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 

 HSG85: Electricity at work: safe working practices 

 INDG339: Thorough Examination and Testing of Lifts 

 INDG354: Safety in Electrical Testing 

 INDG402: Safe use of ladders 

 INDG405: Top tips for ladder and stepladder safety 

 INDG422: Thorough examination of lifting equipment 

 L113: Safe use of lifting equipment 

 LEIA CoP: Maintenance requirement for lifts, lifting platforms, escalators and moving 

walks 

 The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 
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 The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 

 The Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996 

 The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 2002 

 The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 

 The Working at Height Regulations 2005 

4. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 

irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  

 

Arrangements must be put in place throughout ng homes so that all staff understand this policy 

along with their statutory obligations and implement the necessary measures in all areas. The 

resulting measures should ensure the arrangements include all statutory obligations, contained 

within this policy.   

 

All policies and strategies should be administered by those with responsibility for managing the 

buildings.   

 

This Policy covers passenger lifts and other lifting equipment, including hoists, platform lifts, and 

stair lifts, which are primarily used for lifting people. It is important to note that this policy only 

addresses the thorough examination and maintenance of the lifting equipment that ng homes is 

responsible for.  

 

The application of LOLER and PUWER can be complicated and how they apply will vary across the 

ng homes portfolio (e.g., they may not apply where a lift is NOT used by people at work). However, 

ng homes will generally take the view that a similar regime is required to manage the risks 

associated with lifting equipment whether they apply and will apply such a regime where it is 

reasonably practicable to do so. 
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5. Management Plan for Lifting Equipment 

 

ng homes will maintain a procedure and associated operational guidance which shall: 

 

 Provide additional guidance on how the commitments outlined within this Policy will be 

implemented. 

 Provide clear lines of responsibility for the management of Lift Safety. 

 Set out key Operational Processes. 

 Ensure that a clear and consistent process is in place to obtain access to properties where 

this is required. This will include pro-active assessment of available data for relevant 

information about the customer to help gain access (disability, vulnerability, local 

connections, etc.). Tenancy enforcement action will be used where required. 

 Maintain a process for dealing with unsafe situations. 

 Identify all other policies linked to delivery of this policy. 

 

All staff identified in the procedure will receive appropriate training. 

 

6. Common Areas 

 

ng homes will implement a risk-based approach to the periodic inspection of communal areas. 

 

This will ensure that areas with lifting equipment are secure, free from visible damage, and 

vandalism. 

7. Access Management 

 

ng homes will maintain a clear staged access process to gain access to properties to undertake the 

activities described above.  

 

This shall include enforcement action when required.  

 

ng homes will proactively assess available data for relevant information about the customer to help 

gain access (disability, vulnerability, local connections, etc.). 
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8. Repairs and Maintenance 

 

ng homes will deal with any reported repair requirements in accordance with the Repairs and 

Maintenance Policy. All works will be undertaken by people competent to do so. 

9. Planned Works 

 

ng homes commissions planned maintenance or upgrade programs for their buildings which may 

involve work on lifts. In such cases, the impact of the work will be reviewed by a competent 

person. ng homes will also review any existing risk assessments, maintenance and inspection 

programs, and examination schemes before and after major works programs, if necessary. 

 

ng homes ensures that all lift works are carried out with due diligence and care: 

 

 Anyone appointed to undertake design or construction activities can demonstrate the 

necessary competence to discharge their responsibilities relating to lift safety. 

 Request reasonable assurance that duty holders have demonstrated that resident safety and 

accessibility can be assured during the works. 

 Engage with residents on matters that affect them. 

 Request reasonable assurance that duty holders have complied with the building regulations 

and other applicable standards in relation to lift work where required 

 Request reasonable assurance that there is an appropriate site inspection and sign-off 

programme in place for all stages of the work. 

 

ng homes will ensure that all necessary information regarding commissioning, installation 

certification, and future maintenance requirements is completed and handed over before the lift is 

put into service. 

10. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on this policy and any related 

processes or procedures. 

11. Quality Assurance 

 

ng homes will utilise an independent external specialist to audit and provide additional assurance 

around the accuracy of data and reporting.  
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12. Competence 

 

It is not possible to define the requirements for all roles and activities mentioned in this Policy in a 

concise manner.  

 

Competence will be evaluated based on skills, knowledge, and experience rather than a single 

qualification or standard in many areas. As specified above, ng homes will assess competence 

within their respective areas of responsibility, and competent person(s) must identify the limits of 

their competence. However, for lift safety work, ng homes will appoint an internal competent 

person or, if the necessary skills are not available internally, an external competent person to 

provide advice and support for lift safety. 

 

For all thorough examinations, examination schemes, and supplementary testing, ng homes will 

employ companies who are suitably competent. The person who carries out routine maintenance of 

the equipment will not be the same person responsible for assessing their own maintenance work. 

13. Entrapment 

 

The responsibility for the safe release of trapped passengers has been delegated to the Board’s 

appointed Lift Maintenance Contractor. Rescue should not be attempted by untrained and 

unauthorised ng homes staff. 

 

Lift intercoms connect the panic alarm button within the lift car to a call receiving centre via a 

communication autodialler to our lift maintenance contractor. 

14. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 

 

In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 
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15. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any issues with lift safety from occurring within 

its’ properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively. 

16. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures   

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Clerk of Works Procedures 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Damp, Mould and Condensation (DMC) Policy and Procedures 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Design and Specification Policy 

 Development Defects Policy and Procedures 

 Development Handover Procedures Policy 

 Electrical Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy  

 Electrical Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Emergency Lighting in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Estate Management Policy 

 Fire Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Gas Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  

 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

 Water Systems and Legionella Policy and Procedure 

17. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 
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your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

18. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

19. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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Appendix 1 – Thorough Examination 

 

A competent person will conduct a systematic and detailed examination of the lift and all its related 

equipment to detect any current or potential defects that could pose a danger. ng homes will 

ensure that all lifts and associated equipment covered by this policy undergo a thorough 

examination by a competent person on a regular basis: 

 

 Before first use 

 Following major modification, damage or change of use 

 At void stage (if the lifting equipment is to be retained for use by the new tenant) 

 Regularly whilst in service. This will be every 6 months unless there is a written scheme of 

examination recommended by a competent person that indicates that an alternative 

frequency is appropriate. 

 

The extent of the thorough examination will depend on the professional judgment of the competent 

person performing the examination. However, ng homes will specify that the examination needs to 

include all matters that affect the safety of the lifting equipment. This should include likely 

deterioration with time, and the examination shall follow industry guidance. 

ng homes will maintain clear written evidence of any alternative examination schemes where the 

frequency of thorough examination differs from the general 6-month period outlined above. This 

evidence will be periodically reviewed by a competent person to ensure that it remains appropriate. 

 

After a comprehensive inspection, it is possible that further examination, additional testing or 

corrective measures may be necessary. All subsequent actions will be constrained by time limits, 

and ng homes will aim to carry out the suggested actions within the timeframes set by the expert. 

Any suggested modifications to the agreed-upon plan or deadlines will be recorded and approved 

by a competent person. 
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Appendix 2 - Inspection and Maintenance 

 

ng homes will conduct regular maintenance and inspections, in addition to thorough examinations, 

based on the specific equipment and taking into account manufacturer's instructions, 

recommendations from thorough examinations, and risk assessments by competent personnel. If 

manufacturer's instructions are not available, ng homes will seek advice from a competent person 

and record it. 

 

During inspections or maintenance activities, it may be necessary to conduct supplementary 

testing, remedial work, or take other follow-up actions. ng homes will ensure that all follow-up 

actions are completed within the recommended timeframes. 

 

In addition to identifying safety issues, inspections or maintenance activities may also reveal 

recommendations for improvements that could enhance the lift's functionality, such as accessibility. 

Such recommendations will be recorded separately and addressed as part of future planned 

maintenance activities, where reasonably practicable. 
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1. Policy Statement 

 

ng homes are committed to ensuring that all social housing tenants live in homes where the risks 

from water systems and legionella is reduced to as low as reasonably practicable. 

2. Background 

 

ng homes owns properties of mixed tenure and is responsible for water safety domestically and 

within communal areas. 

 

ng homes has several leased and HMO properties which it has overall water hygiene responsibility 

for. 

3. Policy Aims 

 

ng homes aims to ensure its homes are maintained to a high standard through the delivery of 

efficient and effective repair and maintenance services. 

 

The aim of this policy is to: 

 

 To place the health and welfare of our tenants and residents first. 

 Minimise the risk of Legionella from within those premises which ng homes own or manage.  

 Ensure that Legionella statutory compliance and performance of assets is appropriately 

recorded, monitored, reported, reviewed and where appropriate, improved.  

 Ensure an effective approach to risk management and service continuity.  

 

This policy has been written to ensure that all reasonable steps and precautions have been taken to 

ensure compliance with The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as 

amended), The Water Supply (Water Fittings) (Scotland) Byelaws 2014 and all other relevant 

legislation. 

4. Legislation and Statutory Requirements 

 

 Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 

 Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 

 L8 (fourth edition) Approved Code of Practice The control of legionella bacteria in water 

systems (2013) 

 Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 
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 Public Health etc. (Scotland) Act 2008 

 The Building (Scotland) Regulations 2004 

 The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002, as amended 

 The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 

 The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 

 The Private Water Supply (Scotland) 2006 

 The Water Supply (Water Fittings) (Scotland) Byelaws 2014 

 The Water Supply (Water Quality) (Scotland) Regulations 2001 

5. Guidance 

 

 BS 8580-1:2019 Water quality - risk assessments for Legionella control - Code of practice 

 BS 7592: 2022 Sampling for Legionella bacteria in water systems – Code of practice 

 HSG220 (Second edition) Health and Safety in Care Homes 

 HSG274 Legionnaires Disease – Technical Guidance (in 3 Parts) (2013) 

 INDG 458 Legionnaires Disease – A Brief Guide for Duty Holders (2012) 

 

The list is not intended to be exhaustive. Staff need to be aware of relevant revisions to guidance 

and regulations that periodically take place and it is their individual responsibility to apply and 

follow current legislation and guidance. 

6. Legal Duties 

 

ng homes have statutory duties which relate to water safety and legionella risk management, 

including: 

 

 Identifying and assessing sources of risk 

 Preparing an operational written scheme for preventing or controlling the risk 

 Implementing and managing the scheme 

 Keeping records and checking what has been done is effective and compliant.  

7. Legionella Information 

 

Legionellosis refers to a group of illnesses caused by legionella bacteria, which include the severe 

Legionnaires' disease, as well as the less serious Pontiac fever and Lochgoilhead fever.  

 

Legionnaires' disease is a type of pneumonia that can be fatal and can affect anyone. However, the 

risk increases with age and certain groups are at higher risk, including people over 45 years old, 
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smokers, heavy drinkers, those with chronic respiratory or kidney disease, diabetes, lung and heart 

disease, and anyone with a weakened immune system.  

 

Legionella pneumophila and related bacteria are common in natural water sources such as rivers, 

lakes, and reservoirs in low numbers. They may also be found in man-made water systems such as 

cooling towers, evaporative condensers, hot and cold-water systems, and spa pools.  

 

If conditions are suitable, these bacteria can grow and increase the risk of Legionnaires' disease. 

therefore, it is essential to control the risks. 

8. At Risk Groups 

 

At-risk groups include all stakeholders, tenants, customers and visitors to our properties, including 

the office.  

 

Legionnaires' disease can affect people of all ages and health conditions who come in contact with 

contaminated systems.  

 

The infection occurs more frequently in men than women and usually affects middle-aged or elderly 

people, smokers, alcoholics, or people with other chest problems.  

 

The most vulnerable groups are the elderly and infirm, alcoholics, and those suffering from cancer, 

diabetes, chronic respiratory or kidney disease, and people using immunosuppressant medication. 

9. Infection Pathways 

 

Legionella bacteria are naturally occurring microbes that are widespread in nature. They mainly 

reside in natural water systems such as rivers and ponds, but the conditions are rarely suitable for 

people to contract the disease from these sources. 

 

Legionella is a type of illness that can spread through exposure to bacteria found in purpose-built 

systems like cooling towers, evaporative condensers, spa pools, and hot water systems. These 

systems are often maintained at a temperature that allows the bacteria to grow. The illness can 

occur in a variety of premises, both commercial and domestic. 

 

Infection is caused by breathing in tiny airborne droplets of water contaminated with the bacteria, 

not by drinking contaminated water. 
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It is important to note that any water application that releases contaminated aerosols into the 

surrounding area can spread Legionella bacteria. This bacteria can be transmitted through various 

sources such as air conditioning systems, cooling towers, evaporative condensers, showers, taps, 

humidifiers, fountains, whirlpool baths, and hydrotherapy baths. These bacteria can survive at low 

temperatures, but they require specific conditions in water systems to thrive. These conditions 

include a food source such as the presence of biofilm, sludge, scale, rust, algae or organic matter, 

as well as a water temperature between 20ºC and 45ºC. Bacteria naturally aggregate a biofilm and 

within the biofilm matrix legionella can be protected from high water temperatures which is why 

routine disinfection of systems with stored supplied is often required. 

 

Factors which increase the risk: 

 

• Not keeping water storage tanks and down-service pipe-work maintained, with biofilms 

being kept in check.  

• Not maintaining stored hot water supply above 60oC, and distribution below 500C.  

• Not maintaining the cold-water supply at 20oC or below.  

• Not maintaining the flow of water through all outlets.  

• Not flushing infrequently used outlets.  

• Having the presence of dead ends in the system.  

• Not adequately managing void sites.  

 

Certain conditions increase the risk from legionella:  

 

• a suitable water temperature for growth, 20 to 45oC. 

• a source of nutrients in water tanks such as biofilm, sludge, scale, rust, algae, and other 

organic matter for Legionella and other bacteria to feed on. 

• a way of creating and spreading breathable droplets, e.g. the aerosol created by a tap, 

shower head or even a toilet flushing. 

10. Scope 

 

This Policy applies to all Board and Committee members, tenants/residents where ng homes has a 

repairing obligation, members of staff whether employees of ng homes or sub-contractors 

irrespective of grade, position, or length of service responsible for the management of repairs and 

maintenance within ng homes.  

 

Arrangements must be put in place throughout ng homes so that all staff understand this policy 

along with their statutory obligations and implement the necessary measures in all areas. The 
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resulting measures should ensure the arrangements include all statutory obligations, contained 

within this policy.   

 

All policies and strategies should be administered by those with responsibility for managing the 

buildings.  Cooperation between persons with legionella safety responsibilities in the above context 

is a fundamental requirement of this policy. 

 

The requirements of this policy, along with the relevant statutory obligations contained within the 

Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE) Approved Code of Practice and guidance document L8:2013 

and the Health & Safety Guidance - HSG 274 part 2:2014 apply to those premises where ng homes 

operates from, irrespective of the ownership of the building.   

11. Risk Assessment 

 

ng homes will conduct and regularly review a comprehensive risk assessment programme to 

determine and evaluate the risk of Legionella bacteria exposure from all water systems in its 

property portfolio. 

 

A legionella risk assessment will be carried out on all relevant properties. 

 

The assessor will provide ng homes with impartial recommendations.  

 

ng homes will determine a suitable programme for risk assessment. 

 

Risk assessments should be reviewed regularly. The frequency depends on individual 

circumstances. Risk assessments are considered a living document that must be reviewed regularly 

to remain up to date. 

 

All recommendations will be recorded in an electronic logbook to which ng homes has access. 

Recommendations will also highlight management control measures. 

 

The original risk assessment should be reassessed when there are significant changes to ensure 

that it remains valid.  

 

Examples of significant changes are: 

 

 Changes to the water system or use 

 Changes to the use of the building or part of the building where the system is installed 
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 Changes to the availability of information about risks or control measures 

 Indications that control measures are no longer effective 

 New construction work or system modifications 

 Changes to key personnel, contractors or service providers. 

 

Water systems with high inherent risks or where changes are poorly documented may need to be 

assessed frequently e.g. annually.  

 

For systems with a low inherent risk, where all changes are recorded and systems are well 

managed, it may be sufficient for a formal review to be completed every two years. 

12. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  

13. Disinfection 

 

If a routine inspection or risk assessment shows that it is necessary, the system should be cleaned. 

 

It is also important to clean the system under the following circumstances: 

 

 After any prolonged shutdown of a month or longer (a risk assessment may indicate the 

need for cleaning after a period of less than one month, especially in summer when 

temperatures have been high). 

 If the system or any part of it has been substantially altered or entered for maintenance 

purposes in a manner that may lead to contamination. 

 Following an outbreak or suspected outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease or any other 

waterborne infection/disease. 

14. Void Properties 

 

It is recognised that void properties have the potential to increase the risk of Legionella due to 

stagnant water in the pipework. 

 

To reduce potential risk associated with voids, the contractor assigned to carry out repair and 

maintenance works on standard properties will perform and document the following: 
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 Thoroughly flush all taps 

 It is recommended to either clean and disinfect shower heads regularly or replace them 

altogether. 

 Inspect and provide a report on any water storage tank that is present. 

15. Contractors 

 

ng homes will appoint a contractor who is/are competent and experienced Legionella Risk 

Assessors to carry out their risk assessment programme.  

 

Contractors must be members of Legionella Control Association (LCA) or Water Management 

Society (WMSoc). 

 

Competency checks for contractors will include as a minimum: 

 

 Experience in undertaking risk assessments in accordance with ACoP L8 

 Qualifications of staff members 

 Written statement of compliance that the contractor complies with the Legionella Control 

Association Code of Conduct 

 

Contracted works may include Legionella sampling, tank inspections, and other associated services 

as identified in the Legionella Risk Assessment programme. Water sampling is also conducted for 

all bacteria. In the event of no access we will implement our No Access Policy. 

16. RIDDOR 

 

If a tenant, employee or visitor is suspected or confirmed to have contracted Legionnaires' disease, 

ng homes will report the incident to the HSE under RIDDOR regulations. 

17. Action in the event of an outbreak 

 

When two or more cases of infection are confirmed or probable and closely linked in time and 

place, with strong evidence of a common source, it is considered an outbreak. 

 

Notification to the NHS board HPT must be supported by microbiological evidence of recent 

Legionella infection meeting confirmed or probable case definitions, unless notified as a suspected 

case(s) associated with an identified outbreak. 
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ng homes will assist be providing all relevant records and information in the event of an outbreak. 

 

18. Tenant/Resident Responsibilities 

 

Tenants will receive information about proper water management and Legionella control through ng 

homes communication channels. 

 

Tenants/residents should clean, descale, and disinfect shower heads every two months. 

 

Tenants are advised to flush both hot and cold-water systems by running all outlets for at least 2 

minutes when a property is left vacant (e.g. when on holiday). 

 

Tenants must immediately report water problems, debris or discolouration to ng homes. 

 

19. Communication 

ng homes will keep tenants informed about the progress of any work to deal with water treatment 

and legionella. This will include: 

 Keeping tenants/residents informed of the planned repairs. 

 Letting tenants/residents know when the repairs are complete. 

20. No access or refusal of access to a property 

 

Where legionella has been identified either by a tenant/resident or by ng homes or a property has 

been assessed as high risk, tenants/residents will be required to allow access for inspections and 

for the carrying out of remedial works (in accordance with their tenancy agreement). 

 

21. Training 

ng homes will provide appropriate training for relevant staff on how to deal with water treatment 

and legionella management.  

There is a legal duty to ensure that all those involved, including the management of and risk 

assessment must be trained and competent. 
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22. Periodic Audit and Review 

 

Periodic audits shall be conducted to confirm that the policy objectives are being achieved and to 

implement any changes in the operational procedures that are required.  

 

23. Non-compliance/Escalation Process 

 

All non-compliance issues will be reported and escalated as soon as possible, and no later than 24 

hours after the incident occurred or becoming aware of it. 

 

A non-compliance issue identified at an operational level will be formally reported to the CEO in the 

first instance, who will agree an appropriate course of corrective action. 

 

In cases of serious non-compliance, the CEO will consider whether it is necessary to disclose the 

issue to the Scottish Housing Regulator, or any other relevant organisation such as the Health and 

Safety Executive. 

24. Conclusion 

ng homes is committed to providing its’ tenants with safe and healthy homes.  

By following this Policy, ng homes aims to prevent any issues with water and legionella from 

occurring within its’ properties and to deal with any problems that occur promptly and effectively 

25. Other Related Strategies, Policies and Procedures 

 Adaptations Policy 

 Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures 

 Asset Management Strategy 

 Complaints Policy 

 Customer Care Policy 

 Data Protection Policy 

 Electrical Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Electrical Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy  

 Emergency Lighting in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Fire Safety Policy and Procedures 

 Fire Safety in Multi-Storey Blocks Policy 

 Gas Safety Policy and Procedures 

 No Access Policy  
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 Risk Management Strategy 

 Tenants Right to Repair Policy 

 Void Management policy 

26. UK General Data Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) 

The ng group will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation 2021 (UK GDPR) and our own Data Protection Policy. Information regarding 

how your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. The organisation will treat your personal data in line with our obligations under the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation and our own Data Protection Policy.  Information regarding how 

your data will be used and the basis for processing your data is provided in our Fair Processing 

Notices. 

27. Equality Impact Assessment 

This Policy is equally applicable to all.  It is recognised that in applying this Policy any necessary 

action will be taken where appropriate, including making reasonable adjustments, to ensure that 

there is no detrimental impact to protected characteristics groups.  

28. Review 

This Policy will be reviewed every three years or earlier in line with regulatory or legislative 

guidance/changes or good practice guidelines.   
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NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR PERIOD ENDED 31.01.24

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

Year to Jän.24              Oct 23 - Jan 24  CUMMULATIVE TO DATE ANNUAL

31.3.23 Actual Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance BUDGET

Income

26,218,504 Rental Income 2,329,316 9,314,398 9,298,592 15,806 23,253,982 23,132,475 121,507 27,592,049

-272,282 Voids -31,303 -112,742 -92,986 -19,756 -244,864 -231,325 -13,539 -275,920

41,150 Service Income 3,147 16,090 14,600 1,490 42,971 36,930 6,041 44,659

25,987,372 2,301,160 9,217,746 9,220,206 -2,460 23,052,089 22,938,080 114,009 27,360,788

0 Factoring Income 13,118 216,560 219,738 -3,178 628,327 659,214 -30,887 878,952

738,563 Grant release/received 65,298 3,478,747 261,192 3,217,555 4,083,634 652,979 3,430,655 783,575

 

26,725,935 Net Income 2,379,576 12,913,053 9,701,136 3,211,917 27,764,050 24,250,274 3,513,776 29,023,315

Expenditure
  

2,562,544 Day to Day 411,663 1,067,629 788,115 -279,514 2,083,589 1,983,180 -100,409 2,362,899

1,621,212 Cyclical 108,094 644,298 735,674 91,376 1,906,981 1,839,185 -67,796 2,311,500

1,123,713 Void Maintenance 118,897 490,401 366,667 -123,734 1,123,144 916,667 -206,477 1,100,000

276,449 Bad Dbts-Rents 7,428 119,398 100,000 -19,398 181,235 250,000 68,765 300,000

0 Bad Dbts-services 0 0 0 0 0 0

11,856,631 Planned maintenance 338,652 5,076,440 2,948,510 -2,127,930 10,122,999 7,371,275 -2,751,724 8,845,530

-5,274,679 Capitalised to balance sheet -136,721 -665,014 -1,333,333 -668,319 -2,824,470 -3,333,333 -508,863 -4,000,000

1,118,238 Other Property Costs 65,126 294,934 253,333 -41,601 787,187 633,333 -153,854 760,000

5,015,827 Depreciation 417,000 1,668,000 1,666,667 -1,333 4,170,000 4,166,667 -3,333 5,000,000

2,345,953 Service Costs 97,045 817,384 355,696 -461,688 2,461,856 1,660,809 -801,047 1,845,118

-197,445 Factoring Expenditure 28,517 168,214 178,397 10,183 448,464 470,992 22,528 625,190

5,532,479 Salaries 414,284 1,815,844 1,879,030 63,186 4,559,390 4,697,576 138,186 5,637,091

2,290,467 Overheads 246,054 886,867 747,967 -138,900 2,069,584 1,869,917 -199,667 2,243,900

                                                                                                                                                                         

28,271,389 Total Expenditure 2,116,039 12,384,395 8,686,722 -3,697,673 27,089,959 22,526,266 -4,563,693 27,031,228

-1,545,454 Surplus from Ordinary 263,537 528,658 1,014,414 -485,756 674,091 1,724,008 -1,049,917 1,992,087

  Activities   -1,049,917  

0 Development Income 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 Development Expenditure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 Development Surplus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

679,289 Other Income 67,988 207,504 76,667 130,837 576,272 191,667 384,605 230,000

536,662 Other Expenditure 18,433 183,179 159,667 -23,512 428,184 399,167 -29,017 479,000

-1,402,827 Net Surplus 313,092 552,983 931,414 -378,431 822,179 1,516,508 -694,329 1,743,087

1,336,074 Loan Interest 108,217 481,629 526,116 44,487 1,338,799 1,315,291 -23,508 1,578,349

200,613 Interest received 43,201 165,381 83,333 82,048 361,620 208,333 153,287 250,000

25,047 Other finance charges 0 0 0 0 0

0 Property and fixed asset sales 45,855 45,855 0 45,855 44,274 0 44,274 0

-277,043 Pension adj/corp tax/gift aid 0 0 0 0 0 0

-2,286,292 Net Surplus after interest 293,931 282,590 488,631 -206,041 -110,726 409,550 -520,276 414,738

2,500,000 Trans from Designated Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  

0 Trans to Designated Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

213,708 Net result after Transfer 293,931 282,590 488,631 -206,041 -110,726 409,550 -520,276 414,738
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NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD.  

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR PERIOD ENDED 31.Jän.24

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

ANALYSIS OF DIRECT EMPLOYEE & ADMINISTRATION COSTS

31.03.23 Jän.24 <--------- Oct 23 - Jan 24  CUMMULATIVE TO DATE ANNUAL

Actual Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance BUDGET

4,454,454 Salaries 357,478 1,589,848 1667665 77,817 3,981,463 4,169,163 187,700 5,002,995

1,073,966 Pensions 56,806 225,996 211365 -14,631 577,927 528,413 -49,514 634,096

 

5,528,420 Total Direct Employee 414,284 1,815,844 1879030 63,186 4,559,390 4,697,576 138,186 5,637,091

 

69,066 Heat & Light 18,872 42,120 23333 -18,787 79,833 58,333 -21,500 70,000

300,749 Depreciation 25,000 100,000 86667 -13,333 250,000 216,667 -33,333 260,000

16,243 Office & General 7,628 13,294 10400 -2,894 25,923 26,000 77 31,200

93,300 Cleaning and Materials 10,990 39,304 30000 -9,304 99,089 75,000 -24,089 90,000

66,044 Subscriptions 6,043 26,106 25000 -1,106 63,334 62,500 -834 75,000

10,402 Photocopier costs 98 2,309 6667 4,358 6,166 16,667 10,501 20,000

45,349 Postage & Stationery 704 21,229 16667 -4,562 46,794 41,667 -5,127 50,000

33,900 Office Repairs & maintenan 0 219 10000 9,781 1,734 25,000 23,266 30,000

220,530 Rent, Rates, Insurance 32,406 95,117 100000 4,883 233,229 250,000 16,771 300,000

181,975 Telephone & internet 18,583 88,571 45000 -43,571 179,200 112,500 -66,700 135,000

18,114 Audit & Accountancy 2,670 4,398 10000 5,602 16,238 25,000 8,762 30,000

25,173 Equipment Maintenance 2,021 4,490 16667 12,177 22,012 41,667 19,655 50,000

32,856 Legal Fees 0 1,955 10000 8,045 8,628 25,000 16,372 30,000

13,892 Leasing Contracts 578 5,397 6667 1,270 15,976 16,667 691 20,000

12,816 Promotions, publicity & ann 0 300 8333 8,033 1,550 20,833 19,283 25,000

115,101 Consultants 8,270 55,970 40000 -15,970 127,449 100,000 -27,449 120,000

371,664 Computer Support 35,534 161,271 133333 -27,938 425,978 333,333 -92,645 400,000

212,591 Computer - License & acce 62,171 159,070 83733 -75,337 328,043 209,333 -118,710 251,200

0 Office Landscape Maintena 0 0 2500 2,500 0 6,250 6,250 7,500

1,839,765 Total Office Overheads 231,568 821,120 664967 -156,153 1,931,176 1,662,417 -268,759 1,994,900

21,083 Recruitment advertising & c 1,390 2,930 6667 3,737 11,932 16,667 4,735 20,000

32,307 Staff Training 8,544 23,322 20000 -3,322 31,706 50,000 18,294 60,000

10,000 Staff life cover 1,000 6,054 5000 -1,054 12,054 12,500 446 15,000

8,208 Staff uniforms 0 4,433 2000 -2,433 6,639 5,000 -1,639 6,000

0 Temporary Staff 0 0 1667 1,667 0 4,167 4,167 5,000

5,343 Conferences & Seminars 1,188 5,690 8333 2,643 9,635 20,833 11,198 25,000

4,654 Travel & Subsistence 1,441 9,114 6667 -2,447 17,932 16,667 -1,265 20,000

56,848 Health & Safety 803 12,801 23333 10,532 39,663 58,333 18,670 70,000

138,443 Total Staff Overhead Cos 14,366 64,344 73667 9,323 129,561 184,167 54,606 221,000

2,510 Training 0 0 2667 2,667 2,354 6,667 4,313 8,000

697 Travel Expenses 0 208 1333 1,125 761 3,333 2,572 4,000

4,417 Expenses to Board 120 1,005 2000 995 2,997 5,000 2,003 6,000

12,804 Conferences 0 190 3333 3,143 2,735 8,333 5,598 10,000

20,428 Total Committee Costs 120 1,403 9333 7,930 8,847 23,333 14,486 28,000

Total Direct Employee &

7,527,056 Administration Costs 660,338 2,702,711 2626997 -75,714 6,628,974 6,567,493 -61,481 7,880,991
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NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR THE PERIOD TO 31.Jän.24

BALANCE SHEET

Previous

year

totals

FIXED ASSETS ACTUAL

152,265,626 Housing Properties 155,354,922

-34,615,438 Depreciation -38,785,438

117,650,188 116,569,484

Less:

0 Housing Association Grant 0

117,650,188 Net Value 116,569,484

1,359,848 Other Fixed Assets 2,291,494

1,300 Investments 300

119,011,336 TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 118,861,278

CURRENT ASSETS

25,721 Stock & WIP 62,230

19,352,000 Cash and Other Short Term Investments 16,857,335

461,149 Rent Arrears 483,985

1,902,510 Other Current Assets 1,408,351

21,741,380 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 18,811,901

CURRENT LIABILITIES

2,489,216 Short Term Loans and Current Loan Capital Repayments 2,489,216

132,334 Bank Overdrafts 0

4,617,763 Other Current Liabilities 3,725,293

912 Pension liability under one year 912

7,240,225 TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 6,215,421

14,501,155 NET CURRENT ASSETS 12,596,480

133,512,491 TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 131,457,758

CREDITORS DUE AFTER ONE YEAR

38,329,951 Long Term Loans 36,383,332

657,684 Pension liability 639,042

18,796,562 Deferred income 55,201,155 18,817,823

57,784,197 55,840,197 55,840,197

75,728,294 NET ASSETS 75,617,561

RESERVES

14,591,245 Designated reserves 14,591,245

21,101,998 Revenue 20,991,272

40,034,964 Revaluation reserve 40,034,964

75,728,207 TOTAL RESERVES 75,617,481

87 SHARE CAPITAL 80

75,728,294 75,617,561
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cashflow

NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR THE PERIOD TO 31.Jän.24

CASHFLOW

YEAR TO

31.03.2023

0

OPERATING ACTIVITIES ACTUAL

-1,402,827 Operating surplus for period 822,179

5,015,827 Depreciation - properties 4,170,000

307,759 Depreciation - fixtures 250,000

-738,563 Amortisation of capital grants -652,980

0 Gain on sale of fixed assets 44,274

Other finance charges

-562,252 Decrease/(Increase)in Debtors 471,323

77,755 Decrease/(Increase)in stock -36,509

2,611,372 (Decrease)/Increase in Creditors -236,871

share capital cancelled

5,309,071 Net Cash In/(Out)flow From Operating Activities 4,831,416

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

0 Grants Received 0

-5,900,240 Acquisition and Construction Of Properties -3,089,296

-133,225 Acquisition of Other Fixed Assets -1,181,646

-1 Procceds on disposal of properties 0

0 Investment in Activities 1,000

-6,033,466 Net Cash In/(Out)flow From Investing Activities -4,269,942

-724,395 561,474

FINANCING

1,945,279 Loans Received -1

-2,618,285 Less: Loans Repaid -1,946,618

200,613 Interest Received 361,620

-1,336,074 Interest Paid -1,338,799

-24 Share capital issued -7

-1,808,491 Net cash In/(Out)flow From Financing -2,923,805

-2,532,886 Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents -2,362,331

-2,400,552 Movement in Cash & Bank -2,494,665

-132,334 Movement in Bank overdrafts 132,334

-2,532,886 Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents -2,362,331

21,752,552 Opening cash balance 19,219,666

19,219,666 16,857,335
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ng homes is a trading name of North Glasgow Housing Association Ltd. 

 

Item 
4(c) 

Budget Detail 

The attached extracts from the budget model have been prepared in consultation with the overall 

staff team and considering the changes in the financial environment since the last time the budget 

was approved. 

 

Economic conditions 

 

Economic conditions have continued to be problematic since the preparation of the last budget. 

The longer-term pandemic effects has impacted on employment levels and income for our tenants. 

Costs are increasing over all headings with high inflation rates, but the effect was felt particularly 

in energy costs. 

Budget Key Features 

 

• Rent – increase of 6.0% leading to total rents and service charges of £29.4m net of voids. 

 

• Day to day maintenance – set at £2.48m compared to £2.36m with increases in costs for 

contractors and materials built in at an expected rate of 5%. Savings expected from repairs 

review and additional procurement exercises. 

 

• Cyclical maintenance – set at £2.36m compared to £2.31m. The increase is based on the 

general increase in costs together with the increase in compliance costs across various areas 

including ASHP, damp and environmental costs. 

 

• Planned Maintenance – The projected cost for various programmes of work for this year is 

£8.9m. This is due to a wide range of contracts being undertaken including kitchens, 

bathrooms, rewires, boiler replacements, windows and other works. Of the overall total £4.7m 

will be capitalised into the balance sheet.  

 

• Bad debts – expected with economic circumstances still being depressed for our customer 

group together with ongoing universal credit implementation that projected bad debts will still 

be significant so adopting a charge of £250k. 

 

• Property depreciation – set at £5.4m with continuing charges on existing capitalised major 

repair costs and general properties. With the substantial investment in the stock in recent 

years the charge has increased. 

 

• Service costs – reflecting increases in utility costs and contractor costs with rises in living 

wage. 
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ng homes is a trading name of North Glasgow Housing Association Ltd. 

 

Item 
4(c) 

 

• Factoring is an area that is difficult to project at any point in time as the level of repairs 

included within the gross levels of income and expenditure are always variable. This is 

particularly true with the increases in costs of day-to-day repairs and planned maintenance. 

Income set to a total of £906k, and factoring costs of £632k has been put into the budget. 

 

• Loan Interest – decreased from £1.58m to £1.52m. Interest rates increasing is balanced out 

by repayments of £2.2m that are projected in the year. Repayments in the years after will 

reduce the interest charges. No new loans currently projected to be drawn down in the year 

balanced by repayments of £2.2m.  

 

• Salary costs – Salary costs increased from £5.64m to £5.74m. Salary costs have been 

amended for staff changes and salary increments. A 6.0% pay increase has been included. The 

employer SPF pension rates for the next two years have reduced from 27% to 8.6%.  

 

• Overheads – Costs are projected to increase from £2.24m to £2.59m. General inflationary 

increases together with increases in office and other assets depreciation, IT investment and 

communications.  

 

• Wider action projects – For 24/25 income is projected to be £220k and expenditure of 

£430k. This includes community support plus a range of other projects. 

 

• Projected surplus of £1.9m for 2024/25.  

 

• Investment in Housing Properties - £4.7m for capitalised major repairs and £0.3m for 

other assets.  

 

• Loan balances – loans decreasing from £39.3m to £37.1m with repayments of £2.2m in the 

year. 

 

• Cash balances – with the spend on planned maintenance and loan repayments the cash 

balance decreases from £17.1m to £15.95m. 

 

The recommended version of the budget has attached to this report: 

- An Income and Expenditure Account and overheads summary with a comparison between the 

2024/25 budget and the 2023/24 budget, and the actual results for 2022/23 is also shown. 

- Projected balance sheet on 31 March 2025 

- Projected cash flow for the year to 31 March 2025 
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NORTH GLASGOW HOU 

ACCOUNTS FOR PERIOD ENDED 31.03.25

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

Actual

Year to Budget Budget Variance Budget

31.3.23 2024 -25 2023 -24 2022 -23

Income

26,218,504 Rental Income 29,683,030 27,592,049 2,090,980 25,892,417

-272,282 Voids -296,830 -275,920 -20,910 -323,655

41,150 Service Income 52,984 44,659 8,324 43,210

25,987,372 29,439,183 27,360,788 2,078,395 25,611,972

0 Factoring Income 906,232 878,952 27,280 727,170

738,563 Grant release 888,575 783,575 105,000 815,488

 

26,725,935 Net Income 31,233,990 29,023,315 2,210,675 27,154,630

Expenditure

2,562,544 Day to Day 2,481,044 2,362,899 -118,145 2,148,090

1,621,212 Cyclical 2,357,428 2,311,500 -45,928 1,961,465

1,123,713 Void Maintenance 1,200,000 1,100,000 -100,000 1,000,000

276,449 Bad Dbts-Rents 250,000 300,000 50,000 400,000

0 Bad Dbts-services 0 0 0 0

11,856,631 Planned maintenance 8,899,020 8,845,530 -53,490 14,304,337

-5,274,679 Capitalised planned maintenance -4,671,750 -4,000,000 671,750 -8,847,308

1,118,238 Other Property Costs 795,000 760,000 -35,000 666,000

5,015,827 Depreciation 5,400,000 5,000,000 -400,000 5,000,000

2,345,953 Service Costs 2,323,976 1,845,118 -478,858 1,658,874

-197,445 Factoring Expenditure 632,482 625,190 -7,292 515,289

5,532,479 Salaries 5,739,763 5,637,091 -102,672 5,350,810

2,290,467 Overheads 2,591,000 2,243,900 -347,100 2,084,700

28,271,389 Total Expenditure 27,997,962 27,031,228 -966,735 26,242,257

-1,545,454 Surplus from Ordinary Activities 3,236,028 1,992,087 1,243,940 912,374

    

0 Development Income 0 0 0 0

0 Development Expenditure 0 0 0 0

0 Development Surplus 0 0 0 0

679,289 Other Income 220,000 230,000 -10,000 478,000

536,662 Other Expenditure 430,000 479,000 49,000 733,000

210,000

-1,402,827 Net Surplus 3,026,028 1,743,087 1,282,940 657,374

1,336,074 Loan Interest 1,523,244 1,578,349 55,105 1,215,129

200,613 Interest received 400,000 250,000 150,000 50,000

25,047 Other finance charges

0 Property and fixed asset sales 0 0 0 0

-277,043 Pension adj/Tax charge/gift aid rec 0 0 0 0

-2,286,292 Net Surplus after interest 1,902,784 414,738 1,488,045 -507,755

2,500,000 Trans from Designated Reserve 0 0 0 0

 

0 Trans to Designated Reserve 0 0 0 0

213,708 Net result after Transfer 1,902,784 414,738 1,488,045 -507,755
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NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD.  

ACCOUNTS FOR PERIOD ENDED 31.Mär.25

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

ANALYSIS OF DIRECT EMPLOYEE & ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Actual

Year to 2024 -25 2023 -24 2022 -23

31.3.23 Budget Budget Variance Budget

4,652,935 Salaries 5,313,524 5,002,995 -310,529 4,736,727

879,544 Pensions 426,238 634,096 207,857 614,083

 

5,532,479 Total Direct Employee 5,739,763 5,637,091 -102,672 5,350,810

 

105,249 Heat & Light 90,000 70,000 -20,000 70,000

307,759 Depreciation 350,000 260,000 -90,000 260,000

28,193 Office & General 40,000 31,200 -8,800 30,000

92,071 Cleaning and materials 100,000 90,000 -10,000 85,000

74,999 Subscriptions 75,000 75,000 0 75,000

9,792 Photocopier costs 20,000 20,000 0 20,000

48,925 Postage & Stationery 55,000 50,000 -5,000 50,000

9,518 Office Repairs & maintenance 40,000 30,000 -10,000 30,000

283,128 Rent, Rates, Insurance 300,000 300,000 0 240,000

192,316 Telephone & internet 165,000 135,000 -30,000 135,000

20,795 Audit & Accountancy 35,000 30,000 -5,000 30,000

26,588 Equipment Maintenance 40,000 50,000 10,000 50,000

37,752 Legal Fees 35,000 30,000 -5,000 30,000

8,827 Leasing Contracts 25,000 20,000 -5,000 20,000

9,910 Promotions, publicity & annual report 20,000 25,000 5,000 25,000

117,605 Consultants 150,000 120,000 -30,000 120,000

479,362 Computer Support 450,000 400,000 -50,000 360,000

286,723 Computer - License & accessories 350,000 251,200 -98,800 201,200

0 Office Landscape Maintenance 0 7,500 7,500 7,500

2,139,512 Total Office Overheads 2,340,000 1,994,900 -345,100 1,838,700

9,758 Recruitment advertising & costs 22,000 20,000 -2,000 20,000

25,170 Staff Training 60,000 60,000 0 60,000

14,000 Staff Training - Computer 15,000 15,000 0 12,000

3,417 Staff uniforms 6,000 6,000 0 6,000

0 Temporary Staff 0 5,000 5,000 5,000

21,458 Conferences & Seminars 30,000 25,000 -5,000 25,000

12,711 Travel & Subsistence 20,000 20,000 0 20,000

49,975 Health & Safety 70,000 70,000 0 70,000

136,489 Total Staff Overhead Costs 223,000 221,000 -2,000 218,000

132 Training 8,000 8,000 0 8,000

1,600 Travel Expenses 4,000 4,000 0 4,000

5,723 Expenses to Committee 6,000 6,000 0 6,000

7,011 Conferences 10,000 10,000 0 10,000

14,466 Total Committee Costs 28,000 28,000 0 28,000

Total Direct Employee &

7,822,946 Administration Costs 8,330,763 7,880,991 -449,772 7,435,510
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NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR THE PERIOD TO 31.Mär.25

BALANCE SHEET

Previous

year

totals

FIXED ASSETS ACTUAL

154,831,269 Housing Properties 160,203,019

-37,951,438 Depreciation -43,351,438

116,879,831 116,851,581

Less:

0 Housing Association Grant 0

116,879,831 Net Value 116,851,581

1,909,899 Other Fixed Assets 1,859,899

300 Investments 300

118,790,030 TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 118,711,780

CURRENT ASSETS

45,275 Stock & WIP 45,275

17,109,286 Cash and Other Short Term Investments 15,951,745

0 Corporation tax debtor 0

494,411 Rent Arrears 544,411

1,284,472 Other Current Assets 1,284,472

18,933,444 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 17,825,903

CURRENT LIABILITIES

2,489,216 Short Term Loans and Current Loan Capital Repayments 2,200,000

0 Bank Overdrafts 0

0 Corporation tax creditor 0

3,544,266 Other Current Liabilities 3,544,266

912 Pension liability under one year 912

6,034,394 TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 5,745,178

12,899,050 NET CURRENT ASSETS 12,080,725

131,689,080 TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 130,792,505

CREDITORS DUE AFTER ONE YEAR

36,817,665 Long Term Loans 34,906,881

642,770 Pension liability/other creditors 642,770

18,800,850 Deferred income 17,912,275

56,261,285 53,461,926

75,427,795 NET ASSETS 77,330,579

RESERVES

14,591,245 Designated reserves 14,591,245

20,801,507 Revenue 22,704,291

40,034,964 Revaluation reserve 40,034,964

75,427,716 TOTAL RESERVES 77,330,500

79 SHARE CAPITAL 79

75,427,795 77,330,579
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cashflow

NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR THE PERIOD TO 31.Mär.25

CASHFLOW

OPERATING ACTIVITIES ACTUAL

Surplus for year before interest 3,026,028

Depreciation - properties 5,400,000

Depreciation - fixtures 350,000

Amortisation of capital grants -888,575

Gain on sale of fixed assets 0

Other finance charges

Decrease/(Increase)in Debtors -50,000

Decrease/(Increase)in stock 0

(Decrease)/Increase in Creditors 0

share capital cancelled

Net Cash In/(Out)flow From Operating Activities 7,837,453

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Grants Received 0

Acquisition and improvements to Properties -5,371,750

Acquisition of Other Fixed Assets -300,000

Procceds on disposal of properties

Investment in Activities 0

Net Cash In/(Out)flow From Investing Activities -5,671,750

2,165,703

FINANCING

Loans Received 0

Less: Loans Repaid number -2,200,000

Interest Received 400,000

Less: Interest Paid -1,523,244

Net cash In/(Out)flow From Financing -3,323,244

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents -1,157,541

Movement in Cash & Bank -1,157,541

Movement in Bank overdrafts 0

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents -1,157,541

17,109,286

15,951,745
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NG Property (Scotland) Ltd 

 

Business Plan 2024/25 
 

1. Introduction 
 

This Business Plan for 2024/25 brings together and summarises various plans and strategies 
including the financial plans and budget. 

 
2. About the Company 

 
NG Property (Scotland) Limited (NGPS) is a subsidiary of North Glasgow Housing Association (NGHA), 

a not-for-profit community-based Registered Social Landlord operating in the north of the city, with 

stock located in the Springburn, Balornock and Possilpark neighbourhoods. The Association is 
controlled by a voluntary Board of local residents and is regulated by the Scottish Housing Regulator. 

The Association is also a registered charity. NGHA has adopted the trading name of NG Homes. 
 

Formed in 1976 by local people to improve sub-standard Victorian tenement housing, the Association 
operates for the benefit of the local community and to assist people in need by providing good quality 

affordable rented housing. The Association took over 3,000 houses at the start of 2011/12 from 
Glasgow Housing Association and now owns over 5,400 properties. The Group has a staff complement 

of 180 and operates from three local offices, in central Springburn and in Possilpark.  

 
NGPS operates the factoring services to the outright and shared ownership owners. The company 

has been in operation since 2003 and is within the VAT group with the Association. The company has 
been improving its level of profitability and is now owed funds by the Association rather than the 

other way around. The company currently factors about 1,300 private properties, shops, and shared 
ownership units.  

 
3.  Governance and Organisation structure  

 

Governing Body 
NGPS as a limited company has a board of directors.  

 
Current board Members are G Satti (Chairperson), C Rossine, J Thorburn, I Munro, P Miller, and J 

Berrington. L Cooper, R Hartness and C Baird also serve as nominated Companies House directors. 
 

NGPS is a 100% subsidiary of North Glasgow Housing Association. 
 

Role of Board 

The Board review and set the strategic direction and priorities on an annual basis, and in response 
to major events and policy shifts.  

 
The Board agrees the strategy and the staff implement the policy arising from such. The Business 

Plan and related Budget are approved by the Board each year and management accounts will be 
reported to the Board on a quarterly basis. The Board also approves the company’s policies. The 

policies are updated and reviewed on a rolling basis.  
 

Equality and diversity 

The importance of equal opportunity is a theme throughout the policies of the NG Homes group.  Our 
staff and Board members are given regular refresher training on this topic. The group equal 

opportunities policy demonstrates the importance of equality and fairness across every area of our 
business, and appendix 3 of the policy document highlights other key policies directly affected by 

these principles.  
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4.  Our vision and values 

 

The Association’s vision, put simply, is “to create a new North Glasgow - a great place to live, visit, 
work and invest”. To help achieve this, NGPS aims: 

o To provide high quality services for local people  

o and to work with the local community and other partners to deliver regeneration across the 

North Glasgow area. 

We will focus on the existing business and services, driving continuous improvement in business 

performance. NGPS’s operational priorities include: 
 

o Achieving a reduction in arrears levels 
 

o Compliance with the Factoring Act and other legislation 

 
o Compliance with legislation relating to private lets and being a letting agent 

 
o Implementing a programme of self-assessment 

 
o Improve service quality and customer satisfaction. 

 
5. Partnerships 

 

NGPS recognises partnership working as increasingly vital to the achievement of our objectives and 
strategy. Our principal stakeholders are the Association and the owners for whom we provide 

services.  
 

The Association will always seek to develop partnership working with other local providers. The aim 
is that this partnership working will provide a strong platform for supporting a greater range of 

activities to benefit the local communities and to help deliver efficiencies. NGPS will work with the 
Association and its partners to improve its services.  

 

6. Services  
 

NGPS places high priority on the quality of our services to the owners and we seek to continually 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our services – ensuring excellent standards of customer 

care, continued affordability for owners, and capacity to meet changing needs. 
 

Service charges and rechargeable costs 
In setting charges the Association’s policy is to take account of comparability with other factoring 

organisations and the costs that require to be covered. NGPS will be re-reviewing the conditions built 

into the title deeds and ensuring that the owners are complying with such. Particular attention will 
be paid to requirements for the factor to provide the insurance cover and charges that can be applied 

to balances in arrears.  
 

Arrears management 
Arrear’s performance had been an area which the company had prioritised for improvement in 

previous years. Arrear’s position has improved, and arrears have been kept down despite the difficult 
circumstances with the cost of living crisis. However further effort is required for those in persistent 

arrears to reduce their balances. This will assist in reducing the level of gross and net arrears. Owners 

will be targeted and reminded that as per the title deed conditions arrears balances may carry 
additional charges.`  

 
Service Standards 

The company is committed to good customer service. NGPS utilises its parent for repairs services. 
The Association sets targets through its maintenance policy to achieve 95% of repairs within the 

following timescales: 
o emergency repairs will be made safe within 4 hours and follow up work with 24 hours 

o  urgent within 3 working days 

o  routine within 5 working days  
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The Association, through its subsidiary NG2, provides a weekly stair cleaning service for tenants and 

some owners. We regularly inspect stairs and monitor the effectiveness of the cleaning service. 
Owners have a responsibility to clean their part of the close unless they are paying for this to be 

done for them. A review will be undertaken on a close-by-close basis as to extending the offer to 
owners to cleaning the entire close as part of the services offered to them.  

 
Ng2 also carries out environmental work in common areas, back courts, and gardens. Again, the 

standard of work is monitored regularly. 
 

Payment facilities 
Owners can pay charges by using Allpay Swipe Cards at Post offices or local shops with PayPoint 

facility. Charges can also be paid by using telephone, internet, direct debit and standing orders. IT 

systems are currently being reviewed to extend the ways owners can pay. North News carries regular 
features on payment methods. 

 
Customer satisfaction 

The Association reviews arrangements for gauging customer satisfaction and has a programme of 
surveys to cover: 

o quality of repairs service – monthly 
o administrative services – quarterly 

o tenant/owner satisfaction and customer service 

 
Factoring Act 

NGPS is registered in line with the requirements of the Act. 
 

The Statement of services has been issued to all owners and sharing owners. The Factoring Act 
brought in responsibilities and procedures and NGPS will continue to ensure these are properly 

complied with. An update of the statement of services has commenced and an updated copy will be 
issued to all owners. 

 

Mid-Market Rent (MMR) and Private letting 
NGPS is registered on the Scottish Letting Agent Register. This was done so that it could let the MMR 

units that was leased to it from the Associations Keppochill development. The Association due to its 
charitable status could not manage or privately let the MMR units. NGPS with its role in managing 

services to non-social housing units was chosen to manage the stock. A client bank account was put 
in place to handle tenant’s deposits and other funds. Agreements are in place for a tenancy deposit 

scheme and a credit checking agency. All tenants have to pay by direct debit in advance and Allpay 
cards have been put in place for miscellaneous payments. 

 

7. Financial Plans 
Financial Year 2024/25 

 
The budget for 2024/25 projects an outcome of a surplus of £12k after tax. 

 
The 2024/25 budget projects £906k of income and direct costs of £634k which gives a £272k gross 

surplus. Salary and overhead costs of £257k has been projected which leaves a £15k net surplus 
from activities before tax. 

 

Rechargeable repairs and services income of £240k matches off with the costs for such (i.e., no 
mark-up is made on the direct costs for this). The balance of income arises from £223k of 

management fee and £282k charged out for insurance. For 2024/25 an increase is proposed on the 
standard management charge from £40 to £42. The standard insurance premium for budget purposes 

has been increased by 10% to move from £56.42 to £61.69. per quarter. We are awaiting the results 
of the insurance renewal and the insurance premium may change. The revised insurance premium 

will be communicated to the owners once we know the number based on the renewal. 
 

A total of £161k has been projected for mid-market rent (MMR) and £137k costs for the year for the 

units at Keppochill. The rent figure has been calculated with a 5% increase. 
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8. ICT 

 

NGPS utilises the factoring module within the OpenHousing package. In addition to the continuing 
upgrade of OpenHousing a range of other systems allow the company to operate effectively. These 

include:  
 

o Document management package 
o Insight reporting package 

 
NGHA has a disaster recovery policy and has improved back-up procedures. Other items such as the 

document management system also contribute to data security and recovery for NGPS. 
 

9. Communications 

 
NGPS, through the Associations publications, has a comprehensive communications strategy in place 

and is committed to ensuring effective communication, participation, and consultation with all 
stakeholders, most particularly the owners. Our main priorities for communication are: 

 
o To provide owners and other stakeholders with good information 

o To maintain our profile within the community 
o To adopt approaches that will keep everyone informed of our activities, progress, and 

achievements 

 
In implementing our strategy, communications must be: 

 
o clear, open, concise, timely and consistent 

o two-way 
o And tailored to the needs of the specific audience  

 
The Association’s “North News” newsletter is delivered to the Association tenants, owners and sharing 

owners. Factoring newsletters are also produced and distributed. An owner’s focus group meets 

regularly and provides feedback on proposals and requests from owners. 
 

The Association also provides information via the website, including electronic versions of the 
newsletters. The Association positively promotes its activities, and this has generated positive 

coverage in the local media, and a news section is also part of our website.  
 

10. Risk assessment 
 

The Association has a Risk Management Strategy and a full set of risk registers. These are constantly 

reviewed and upgraded to reflect current conditions. The Board of the Association and the Board of 
NGPS is involved through the strategy and performance review days in formulating the ongoing risks 

facing the Group. As well as drawing upon the knowledge and experience of the staff and Board, use 
is made of various outside consultants for specific and wider ranging reviews of the Group’s activities 

and structure. The approach helps to ensure that the policies produced reflect the current risks facing 
the Group, and that consideration of risk is applied to all areas. The risk register for the company 

was updated during the year and was regularly reviewed by the NGPS Board. 
 

APPENDICES 

Appendix 
1 Annual budget 2024/25 report  
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Budget Detail 

The attached extracts from the budget model have been prepared in consultation with the overall staff 
team and considering the changes in the level of trading since the last time the budget was approved. 

Budget Key Features 

• Factoring (including MMR) – Income of £906k, direct expenses of £634k, £272k surplus before
overheads and salary allocation of £257k. 

• Salary costs – Salary costs have been amended for allocation of staff and salary increases. Salary

costs at £184k with a staff complement of 3.4 front line staff to provide the service together with 
support from Finance staff and Management. This is up on last year’s total of £157k with one full 

additional staff member and a different staff member reducing their hours. 

• Overheads reflect primarily the allocation of costs from the Association.

• Bad debts and legal fees– expected with continuing economic circumstances that projected bad

debts and legal fees will be £20k. 

• MMR – a projection of £161k has been projected for mid-market rent (MMR) and £137k costs for the
units at Keppochill. The income has been projected to rise by 5% and the costs by 6%. 

Factoring charges 
It is proposed that the quarterly management charges applying should be amended as follows: 

2024/25 2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 

Standard management fee 44.00 42.00 40.00 39.00 38.00 35.00 

This represents a 5% increase over the previous year. 

The Factoring Act requires insurance charges to be based upon the premium and associated charges. For 

2023/24 £56.422 was the premium. The level of claims and increase in rebuild costs had significantly 
increased the premium in recent years. 

The 2024/25 premium for the budget has been calculated for budget purposes at £61.69 which 

represents a 10% increase over the previous year. We are awaiting the results of the insurance renewal 
and the insurance premium may change. The revised insurance premium will be communicated to the 

owners once we know the number based on the renewal so there is only one change in premium in the 
year. Recent press reporting has indicated significant uplifts in premiums due to higher levels of floods, 

storms and increased repair costs. 

2024/25 2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 

Standard insurance charge 61.69 56.42 56.69 42.05 37.58 36.93 
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North Glasgow Property Services Limited 

 
Projected Profit and Loss account    Budget 

Year to 31 March 2025  2025  2024 

 
 £ £  £ 

Turnover  906,232  878,952 
     

Operating costs  634.482  625,190 

Gross Profit  271,751  253,762 

     

Overheads     

Salary costs 183,619   157,388 
Overheads 72,900   65,500 

     

  256,519  222,888 

  15,231  30,873 

Interest payable    - 

Corporation Tax  2.894  5,866 

Net Profit  12,337  25,007 

     

Projected Balance Sheet as at 31 March  2025  2024 
2025 £ £  £ 

     
Current Assets     

Trade debtors 163,284   158,284 
Inter company account – NGHA 227,162   219,883 

Bank 23,118   18,118 

  413,564  396,285 

     
Current Liabilities     

Trade creditors 159,248   149,123 
Other creditors 2,894   5,866 

  162,142  154,989 

     

  251,422  241,926 

     

Capital and Reserves     
Share capital  1,000  1,000 

Profit and Loss account  250,422  240,926 
     

  251,422  241,926 
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Design Services Glasgow Limited 

 
Business Plan 2024/25 

 

1. Introduction 
 

This Business Plan for 2024/25 brings together and summarises various plans and strategies 
including the financial plans and budget. 

 
2. About the Company 

 
Design Services Glasgow Limited (DSGL) is a subsidiary of North Glasgow Housing Association 

branded as NG Homes (NGH), a not-for-profit community-based Registered Social Landlord 
operating in the G21 and G22 postcode areas in the north of the city, with stock located in the 

Springburn, Balornock and Possilpark neighbourhoods. The Association is controlled by a 

voluntary Board of local residents and independent members and is regulated by the Scottish 
Housing Regulator. The Association is also a registered charity.  

 
Formed in 1976 by local people to improve sub-standard Victorian tenement housing, the 

Association operates for the benefit of the local community and to assist people in need by 
providing good quality affordable rented housing. The Association took over 3,000 houses at the 

start of 2011/12 from Glasgow Housing Association and now owns almost 5,400 properties. The 
Group has a staff complement of 190 and operates from three local offices, in central 

Springburn and in Possilpark.  

 
The Associations original subsidiary was NG Property (Scotland) (NGPS) who operates the 

factoring services to the outright and shared ownership owners. The company has been in 
operation since 2003 and is within the VAT group with the Association. The company now 

factors about 1,300 private properties, shops and shared ownership units.  
 

DSGL was the Associations second subsidiary and was formed in 2009. The purpose of the 
company was so that the Association was not disadvantaged by employing Architects and other 

consultants directly by having to suffer the costs of VAT on their fees. Creating DSGL allowed a 

level playing field with other ‘design and build’ contracts as the input VAT could be recovered by 
DSGL and the construction contract would be invoiced up to the Association as one zero rated 

VAT supply of new build construction. 
 

A third subsidiary NG 2 was formed in 2010 and now handles a range of cleaning and 
maintenance activities for the Association. 

 
3. Governance and Organisation structure  

 

Governing Body 
DSGL as a limited company has a board of directors. The present board member is: 

 
R Hartness 

 
The intention is to look at increasing the numbers on the Board. DSGL is a 100% subsidiary of 

North Glasgow Housing Association. 
 

Role of Board 

The Board review and set the strategic direction and priorities on an annual basis, and in 
response to major events and policy shifts.  

 
The Board agrees the strategy and the staff implement the policy arising from such. The 

Business Plan and related Budget are approved by the Board each year. The Board also 
approves the company’s policies. The policies are updated and reviewed on a rolling basis.  

 
Equality and diversity 

The importance of equal opportunity is a theme throughout the policies of the NG group.  Our 

staff and Board members are given regular refresher training on this topic. The group equal 
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opportunities policy demonstrates the importance of equality and fairness across every area of 
our business, and appendix 3 of the policy document highlights other key policies directly 

affected by these principles. 
 

4.  Our vision and values 

 
The Association’s vision, put simply, is “to create a new North Glasgow - a great place to learn, 

live, visit, work and invest”. To help achieve this, DSGL aims: 

o To provide high quality services to the Association  

o and to work with the local community and other partners to deliver regeneration across 

the North Glasgow area. 

We will focus on the existing business and services, driving continuous improvement in business 
performance. DSGL’s operational priorities include: 

 
o Maintaining a level of charge that maintains the company in a profitable position 

o Maximising the level of possible VAT recovery from the contracts undertaken 

o Ensuring development activities are undertaken with a high quality of services to clients 
and contractors 

 
5. Partnerships 

 
DSGL recognises partnership working as increasingly vital to the achievement of our objectives 

and strategy. Our principle stakeholders are the Association and the possible future partners for 
development services. The aim is that this partnership working will provide a strong platform for 

supporting a greater range of activities to benefit the local communities and to help deliver 

efficiencies. The Association also works in partnership with GCC on a range of common issues. 
DSGL will work with the Association and its partners to improve its services.  

 
6. Services  

 
DSGL places high priority on the quality of our services to our clients and we seek to continually 

improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our services – ensuring excellent standards of 
customer care and capacity to meet changing needs. 

 

7. Financial Plans 
 

DSGL was set up in May 2009 and agreed to take on all of the development contracts that were 
in progress for the Association on 1 June 2009. The period to March 2010 resulted in a turnover 

of £12.5m with a net profit of £132k before a £120k gift aid contribution to the Association.  
 

Later years followed with declining levels of turnover. The results for recent years were turnover 
of £20k and a profit after tax of about £8k. Results for 2023/24 were at a different level. The 

Ukrainian project increased turnover to over £5m and substantially increased profitability. This 

resulted in clearing the remaining inter company account and a gift aid payment to the 
Association.  

 
Financial Year 2024/25 

The financial plan for 2024/25 projects a return to lower levels with £20k of income and £nil 
direct costs which gives a £20k gross profit. Admin, depreciation, interest, and tax costs of 

£11.8k has been projected which leaves a £8.2k net profit before tax.  
 

The projected results are just based on the rent from 43 Atlas Street. The property at 43 Atlas 

Road is leased to a dentist partnership at a £20k per annum rent for an initial period of twenty 
years. 

 
Attached at Appendix 1 is the projected result for 2024/25 together with some of the company’s 

financial history up until that point. 
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8. ICT 
 

DSGL utilises a SAGE Line 50 Accounting package with a CIS module built in. It is registered 
with HMRC for online submission of CIS and VAT data.  

 

9. Risk assessment 
 

The Board of the Association and the Board of DSGL is involved through the strategy and 
performance review days in formulating the ongoing risks facing the Group. As well as drawing 

upon the knowledge and experience of the staff and Board, use is made of various outside 
consultants for specific and wider ranging reviews of the Group’s activities and structure. All of 

the required reports are reviewed in conjunction with the risk maps. The approach helps to 
ensure that the policies produced reflect the current risks facing the Group, and that 

consideration of risk is applied to all areas. Specific risk plans have been prepared for each 
development. 

 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 
1 Annual budget 2024/25 
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Design Services Glasgow Limited 
 

Profit and Loss account  Year to Year to Year to Year to Year to Year to Year to Year to 
  31/3/25 31/3/24 31/3/23 31/3/22 31/3/21 31/3/20 31/3/19 31/3/18 

  (Budget)        

Turnover  20,000 5,600,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 27,839 336,462 26,731 

          
Operating costs  - 5,450,000 - - - 7,800 314,888 15,000 

Gross Profit  20,000 150,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,039 21,574 11,731 

          

Overheads          
Management charges  -  - - - - - - 

Overheads  8,613 15,000 8,013 7,831 7,701 7,544 7,395 8,999 
          

  8,613 135,000 8,013 7,831 7,701 7,544 7,395 8,999 

  11,387  11,987 12,169 12,299 12,495 14,179 2,732 

Interest payable  - - 450 351 583 776 1,389 1,466 
Corporation Tax/gift aid  3,176 95,000 3,206 3,099 3,079 3,080 3,824 912 

          

Net profit/(loss) after tax  8,211 40,000 8,331 8,719 8,637 8,639 8,966 354 
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Draft Intra Group Agreement – BTO March 2024 
 
INTRA GROUP AGREEMENT 

 
between 

 
NORTH GLASGOW  HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED, a registered social landlord and a Scottish 
Charity (charity number SC030635) and a registered society under the Co-operative and Community 
Benefit Societies Act 2014 (Financial Conduct Authority registered number 1865RS), also known as ng 
homes, with its registered office at Ned Donaldson House, 50 Reidhouse Street, Springburn, Glasgow 
G21 4LS (“the Parent”) 

 
and 

 
[ ] LIMITED, incorporated under the Companies Acts (registered number [ ]) with its registered 
office at [  ] (“the Subsidiary”) 
 
WHEREAS: 
 
A. The Parent is a charitable registered social landlord, operating in North Glasgow (“the Area”); 
 
B. [Subsidiary] Limited is a Subsidiary Company of the Parent and it has been agreed between the 

Parent and Subsidiary to enter into this Agreement in order to clarify their respective rights and their 
obligations towards each other; 

 
C. The intended activities of the Subsidiary are as stated in the Subsidiary’s Business Plan (as defined 

in Clause 7.2); 
 
THEREFORE the Parties agree as follows: 
 
1 INTERPRETATION 
 
1.1 In this Agreement and in the Schedule (as hereinafter defined), unless the context shall 

otherwise require, the following expressions shall have the following meanings: 
 

“Auditors”  means the auditors of the Subsidiary, appointed in accordance 
with Group Policies;  

 
“Board Member” means a company director of the Subsidiary Board or a committee 

member of the Parent Board as the context requires; 
 
“Competent Authority” means, in relation to a company the Registrar of Companies; in 

relation to an industrial and provident society the Financial 
Conduct Authority; in relation to a Scottish charity, HM Revenue 
and Customs and the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator; and 
any other body with a statutory or regulatory authority over a Party; 

 
“Constitution” means the Rules of the Parent (registered with the Financial 

Conduct Authority from time to time) and / or the Memorandum and 
Articles of Association of the Subsidiary (registered at Companies 
House from time to time) as the context requires;  

 
“Controlled Subsidiary”  means a Subsidiary Company within the Group which undertakes 

at least 80% of its activities for the Parent or other Controlled 
Subsidiaries within the Group; 

 
“Events of Default” means those events listed in Clause 11; 
 
“Financial Year”  means a financial accounting period of 12 months ending on 31 

March; 
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“Gift Aid Donation” means a donation to the Parent, made following all the relevant 

regulations in place from time to time, by which the Parent may 
reclaim basic rate tax from HM Revenue and Customs on the gross 
equivalent of that donation (the amount before basic rate tax was 
deducted); 

 
“Group”  means the Parent, the Subsidiary and any other Subsidiary 

Company of the Parent; 
 
“Group Agreement”  means this Agreement and / or any other agreement to which the 

Parent and Subsidiary are party; 
 
“Group Policy”  means such policies and standards applicable to the Group as 

adopted by the Parent Board from time to time; 
 
“Member”  means, in relation to the Subsidiary a shareholder and, in relation 

to the Parent a member; 
 
“Parent Board”  means the Management Committee of the Parent or, where the 

context requires, the persons present at a validly convened 
meeting of that Board or of a duly authorised committee of that 
Board at which a quorum is present; 

 
“Party”  means the Parent and / or the Subsidiary and a reference to a 

Party includes its successors and assignees; 
 
“Public Sector Grant” means any grant, loan or subsidy (whether taking the form of 

money or money’s worth, including, without limitation, land) 
provided by any public sector body which provides grant or subsidy 
from time to time; 

 
“the Schedule” means the schedule in four parts attached to this Agreement; 
 
“Subsidiary Board”  means the Board of directors of the Subsidiary or, where the 

context requires, the persons present at a validly convened 
meeting of that Board or of a duly authorised committee of that 
Board at which a quorum is present; 

 
“Subsidiary Company” means a subsidiary as defined in Section 1159 of the Companies 

Act 2006; 
 

1.2 All references in this Agreement to a statutory provision shall be construed as including reference 
to: 

 
1.2.1 Any statutory modification, consolidation or re-enactment (whether before or after the 

date of this Agreement) for the time being in force; 
 

1.2.2 All statutory instruments or orders made pursuant to a statutory provision; and 
 
1.2.3 Any statutory provision of which a statutory provision is a consolidation, re-enactment 

or modification. 
 
1.3 Unless otherwise specified, words importing the singular include the plural, words importing any 

gender include every gender, and words importing persons include bodies corporate and 
unincorporated, and in each case vice versa. 

 
1.4 Reference to Clauses and other provisions are references to Clauses and other provisions of this 

Agreement and any reference to a sub-provision is, unless otherwise stated, a reference to a sub-
provision of the provision in which the reference appears. 
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1.5 The headings are included for convenience only and shall not affect the interpretation of this 

Agreement. 
 
1.6 Any undertaking by any of the Parties not to do any act or thing shall be deemed to include an 

undertaking not to permit or suffer the doing of that act or thing. 
 
2 UNDERTAKINGS 
 
2.1 The Parent undertakes to the Subsidiary to observe and perform each of the undertakings set 

out in Part 1 of the Schedule. 
 
2.2 The Subsidiary undertakes to the Parent to observe and perform each of the undertakings set 

out in Part 2 of the Schedule. 
 

3 SUBSIDIARY SHARES AND BOARD STRUCTURE 
 
3.1 The Parent shall be the sole Member of the Subsidiary.  No other person may become a Member 

of the Subsidiary.  For the avoidance of doubt, the Subsidiary is prohibited from issuing, allotting, 
transferring or otherwise dealing in any way in its shares or share capital without the prior written 
approval of the Parent.  

 
3.2 Notwithstanding that the Parent as the sole Member has or will have the power to appoint all 

members of the Subsidiary Board, the Parent confirms its intention that the Subsidiary Board 
should comprise persons chosen in accordance with the procedures set out in Part 3 of the 
Schedule. 

 
3.3 Notwithstanding that pursuant the Parent as the sole Member has or will have the power at any 

time to remove members from the Subsidiary Board in terms thereof, the Parent confirms its 
intention that it would only intend to exercise such power in the circumstances set out in Clause 
12. 

 
4 GROUP STATUS 
 
4.1 It is the intention of the Parties (but subject to the proviso below) that they form a group in which 

the Subsidiary is a Subsidiary Company of the Parent so that they shall be treated as a group 
(“Group Status”).  Each Party agrees that it will use all reasonable endeavours and take such 
steps as may be required by any Competent Authority from time to time to maintain Group 
Status.  

 
4.2 The Parent and the Subsidiary undertake that unless and until any of the Events of Default 

occurs, or, in relation to the Subsidiary unless the Parent Board agrees otherwise, the Parent 
and the Subsidiary shall not: 
 

 
4.2.1 requisition or join in the requisition of any general meeting of the Members of the 

Subsidiary or the Parent convened for the purpose (with or without other purposes) of 
passing a resolution for the winding up of the Subsidiary or the Parent; 

 
4.2.2 exercise any instrument of dissolution in respect of the Subsidiary or the Parent; 
 
 
4.2.3 vote in favour of any resolution for the winding up of the Subsidiary or the Parent at any 

general meeting of the Subsidiary or the Parent; 
 

 
provided that any such restriction on the Subsidiary in relation to the Parent shall not apply if 
any Competent Authority requires the Subsidiary to take this action. 
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4.3 Unless required by law, the Subsidiary shall not amend its constitution nor alter its status nor 
enter into any contract or arrangement with a third party nor do or permit to be done anything 
which (in each case) has or may have the effect of causing the Subsidiary to cease to be a 
Subsidiary Company of the Parent. 

 
4.4 The Parent and the Subsidiary agree that except insofar as this Agreement requires otherwise, 

the business of the Subsidiary shall be carried on autonomously and independently of the Parent 
and shall be managed by the Subsidiary Board.  

 
5 GROUP POLICIES 
 
5.1 The Parent shall have the power to adopt such policies and standards, which it shall designate 

as Group Policies, as it shall consider appropriate from time to time to ensure compliance with 
any statutory or regulatory requirements applicable to the Group, the Parent or the Subsidiary, 
financial and business probity and that the business of each of the Parent and the Subsidiary is 
carried on in accordance with their respective constitutions and with the Group’s corporate plan 
or the relevant part thereof. 

 
5.2 The Parent will consult with the Subsidiary on policies relating to values and significant risks 

and will consider suggestions and recommendations from the Subsidiary for new or revised 
policies. 
 

 
5.3 The Subsidiary agrees to use its best endeavours to carry on its business in accordance with 

Group Policy from time to time. 
 
5.4 The Subsidiary may set its own policies, objectives and is entitled to establish and vary its own 

standing orders, subject to the prior written approval of the Parent.  However, policies or 
objectives set and standing orders adopted or amended by the Subsidiary must comply with 
good practice and must not (in the Parent’s opinion) conflict or be incompatible with the Group’s 
objectives or with any Group policy.  

 
6 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES 
 
6.1 It is the intention of the Parent that the Subsidiary should have primary responsibility for all 

aspects of its business of an operational nature and that the Subsidiary Board should have the 
right to manage the Subsidiary’s business in its best interests subject only to acting in 
accordance with the overall business and financial strategy for the Group set by the Parent. 

 
6.2 It is agreed between the Parties that the responsibilities of each of them shall be in accordance 

with the distribution of functions for the Group (the “Relevant Functions”) set out in Part 4 of 
the Schedule and otherwise as they may agree. 

 
7 BUSINESS PLAN 

 
7.1 The Parent Board, working with its senior management team, shall prepare a business plan for 

the Parent (prepared on a rolling basis for the coming three Financial Years) (the “Parent’s 
Business Plan”). Copies of this Parent’s Business Plan shall be made available to the 
Subsidiary and the senior management team of the Parent shall consult with the Subsidiary 
Board and its management team regarding any changes from the immediately preceding 
Parent’s Business Plan. 
 

7.2 Within the business plan framework set by the Parent, the Subsidiary Board and its 
management team shall prepare, and the Subsidiary Board shall approve and deliver to the 
Parent, a draft business plan on a rolling basis for the coming two Financial Years for final 
approval by the Parent (the “Subsidiary’s Business Plan”). 
 

7.3 Each Subsidiary’s Business Plan shall incorporate:  
 
7.3.1 a revised budget, cashflow forecast and projected cashflow statement for the period;  
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7.3.2 a statement of the intended activities of the Subsidiary or the Group, as appropriate, 

(including any new activities) in that period;  
 
7.3.3 such other items as are required by any Competent Authority and any funders;  
 
7.3.4 such other items as are required by the Parent of the Subsidiary. 
 

7.4 Each Subsidiary’s Business Plan shall be prepared in accordance with the Group Policies, and 
the Subsidiary’s policies as appropriate, set from time to time in accordance with Clause 5. 
 

7.5 The amended Subsidiary’s Business Plan will be effective for the purpose of this Agreement 
once approved by the Parent (which may be subject to amendments requested by the Parent 
before giving approval). 
 

8 SHARING INFORMATION  
 
8.1 The Subsidiary shall deliver to the Parent the agenda and minutes for all meetings of the 

Subsidiary Board (or any of its committees) at the same time as they are issued to the Subsidiary 
Board Members. 

 
8.2 The Subsidiary shall, to the extent that they relate to the Subsidiary, have the right to require 

delivery of any papers or provision of any information supplied or made available to Parent 
Board Members where those papers or that information directly affects the Subsidiary, provided 
that where such papers or information are required the Parent’s reasonable requirements for 
confidentiality or security can be properly met.     

 
8.3 The Subsidiary shall provide the following to the Parent: 
 

8.3.1 its final audited financial statements within the time period permitted by law and in any 
event within 180 days of its year end, signed by the Auditors and a director of the 
Subsidiary Board; 

 
8.3.2 immediately on the Parent’s request, any other report, information or communication 

issued by any Competent Authority or other organisation in respect of the Subsidiary’s 
business and / or finances which is not in the public domain together with copies of any 
documents sent by the Subsidiary to the relevant Competent Authority or organisation; 

 
8.3.3 as soon as they are available, but in any event within 60 days of the end of each financial 

quarter, a copy of the Subsidiary’s quarterly accounts for the last quarter in the form 
required by the Parent; 

 
8.3.4 any policies, objectives or standing orders as soon as any of the same are proposed, 

made or varied by the Subsidiary; 
 

8.3.5 as soon as it is aware of the same, details of any litigation, arbitration, action or 
proceeding of or before any Competent Authority, court or agency which is threatened, 
commenced or pending against the Subsidiary; 

 
8.3.6 as soon as it is aware of the occurrence of an Event of Default, notice of the same and 

the steps, if any, taken by the Subsidiary to rectify it;  
 

8.3.7 at least 10 days notice should the Subsidiary Board intend to take any action to remove 
a Subsidiary Board Member, which removal requires the prior written consent of the 
Parent, said consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.  

 
8.4 The Parent shall provide the following to the Subsidiary: 
 

8.4.1 the Group Policies as soon as they are finalised or following any change to them; 
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8.4.2 any report or other communication from any Competent Authority which is critical of the 
activities of the Parent when this could be reasonably expected to be relevant to the 
Group; 

 
8.4.3 immediate notice should the Parent intend to take any action to remove a Subsidiary 

Board Member. 
 
8.5 The Parent and the Subsidiary agree to keep confidential any information either Party receives 

in relation to the Subsidiary and / or the Parent and each Party shall comply with the reasonable 
requirements of the other Party in relation to the confidentiality or security of any information it 
has provided.  In addition, neither Party shall be obliged to provide information under this Clause 
if that would breach any legal obligation or any obligation to any Competent Authority. 

 
8.6 Subject to Clause 8.5, any press release or any other public announcement on the subject 

matter of this Agreement or the business of the Subsidiary (or of the Parent where it relates to 
the Subsidiary) shall be agreed between the Parties prior to publication.  No other 
announcement or disclosure of such subject matter shall be made by or on behalf of the 
Subsidiary.  

 
9 RESOURCES AND ACCOUNTS 
 
9.1 Each of the Parent and the Subsidiary shall pay that proportion of the staffing and overhead 

cost of the provision of the Relevant Functions which relate to it and its business activities on 
an agreed basis subject to the assessment of the Relevant Functions to the Group referred to 
in Clause 9.2.   

 
9.2 The total cost of provision of the Relevant Functions shall be assessed by the Parent’s finance 

officer and the Parent’s accountants, and appropriate journal entries made in the accounts of 
both the Parent and the Subsidiary.    
 

9.3 The Parent and Subsidiary, and the Group as a whole, will work together to ensure that the 
necessary exemptions are retained so that group accounts do not require to be compiled. 
 

10 THE SUBSIDIARY’S PROFITS 
 

10.1 In each Financial Year the Subsidiary will consider  donating an agreed amount of its profits (net 
of all relevant liabilities) that are otherwise unallocated in the Subsidiary’s Business Plan, before 
charges and Group tax relief, to the Parent as a Gift Aid Donation as agreed between the 
Subsidiary and the Parent not later than nine months following the end of each Financial Year.  
 

11 EVENTS OF DEFAULT 
 
Any one or more of the following events will constitute an Event of Default by the Subsidiary: 
 

11.1 failure by the Subsidiary to pay any sum due from it under any Group Agreement in cleared 
funds on the due date (or such longer period as the Parent may agree); or 
 

11.2 material breach by the Subsidiary of any other obligations, or other terms of any Group 
Agreement and (where the same is capable of remedy) failure by the Subsidiary to remedy that 
breach within 28 days following notice by the Parent requiring the breach to be remedied or the 
Subsidiary to have implemented a plan approved by the Parent for remedying the breach; or  
 

11.3 a petition being presented (which is not dismissed within 14 days of presentation), an order 
being made or a meeting being convened or an effective resolution being passed, for the 
winding up of the Subsidiary; or 
 

11.4 a charge holder taking possession or a liquidator, provisional liquidator, receiver, manager, 
trustee, sequestrator or similar officer being appointed over all or any of the assets of the 
Subsidiary; or 
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11.5 a distress, execution, attachment or other legal process being levied, enforced on or sued out 
against any of the assets of the Subsidiary and not being discharged or paid in full within five 
working days or any security interest over such assets becoming enforceable and steps being 
taken to enforce the same; or  
 

11.6 the Subsidiary being unable or admitting in writing an inability to pay its debts or proposing or 
entering into a voluntary arrangement (within the meaning of Section 1 of the Insolvency Act 
1986) or taking or being subjected to any proceedings under any law, or suspending or 
threatening to suspend payment of all or a material part of its debts, or commencing negotiations 
with one or more of its creditors for the readjustment, rescheduling or deferment of all or any of 
its debts, or proposing or entering into any general assignment or composition with or for the 
benefit of its creditors; or 
 

11.7 any indebtedness of the Subsidiary becoming immediately due and payable, or capable of being 
declared so due and payable, prior to its stated maturity, by reason of default, or the Subsidiary 
failing to discharge any indebtedness on its due date or within any applicable grace period or 
the Subsidiary being in breach of or in default under any agreement to which it is party or which 
is binding on it or any of its assets in each case for an amount in excess of £1,000; or  
 

11.8 there being a change in the business or financial condition of the Subsidiary which, in the 
Parent’s reasonable opinion, is likely to have a material adverse effect on the Subsidiary or the 
Group, or the Subsidiary ceasing or threatening to cease to carry on all or a substantial part of 
its business; or 
 

11.9 any guarantee or indemnity in respect of any loan(s) or debt(s) of any third party given by the 
Subsidiary not being honoured when due and called upon and steps being taken to enforce the 
same; or 
 

11.10 any Public Sector Grant, which has been paid to the Subsidiary, becoming repayable by the 
Subsidiary or any future instalments of such Public Sector Grant ceasing to be payable to the 
Subsidiary, in each case by reason of breach of any terms or conditions on which such grant 
was made; or 
 

11.11 the Subsidiary failing to carry on its business in accordance with any guidelines, criteria or 
regulations published by any Competent Authority (or other body from which the Subsidiary 
receives or might receive Public Sector Grant) where as a result: 
 
11.11.1 there is significant reduction in the amount of any Public Sector Grant receivable by the 

Subsidiary; or 
 

11.11.2 any Competent Authority states that such a reduction will take place; or 
 
11.11.3 the Parent considering that there is a material risk that an Event of Default will occur   

unless the Parent exercises its rights under Clause 12.2; or 
 
11.11.4 there being a material deterioration in the actual financial performance of the Subsidiary 

for any financial year as compared with that stated in the latest Subsidiary’s Business 
Plan; or  

 
11.11.5 in the Parent’s reasonable opinion exercise of the control in accordance with Clause 

12.2 is necessary in order to (a) preserve Group Status; or (b) bring the Subsidiary 
within the Subsidiary’s Business Plan where the Subsidiary is operating outside it or, 
there is in the Parent’s reasonable belief, an imminent risk of the Subsidiary operating 
outside the Subsidiary’s Business Plan; or (c) procure the resolution of any conflict 
between the policies and procedures of the Parent and the Subsidiary which is or could 
reasonably be expected to be materially prejudicial to the standing of the Parent or the 
Group; or 

 
11.11.6 the Parent is required to take action in relation to the Subsidiary by a Competent 

Authority which would require it to use powers under Clause 12; or 
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11.11.7 any event or series of events which would be reasonably likely to have material and 

adverse effect on the ability of the Subsidiary to comply with its obligations under this 
Agreement or any Group Agreement.  

 
11.12 The Subsidiary, without the written agreement of the Parent (obtained in advance), undertakes 

less than 80% of the Subsidiary’s activities for the Parent or Controlled Subsidiaries within the 
Group (i.e. the Subsidiary is no longer a Controlled Subsidiary); or  
 

12       CONTROL BY THE PARENT 
 

12.1 The Parent may exercise its rights of control, set out in Clause 12.2 to the extent necessary to 
protect the interests of the Subsidiary and / or the Parent and the standing and reputation of the 
Group (but without the Parent or any of its officers being a shadow director of the Subsidiary) if 
an Event of Default occurs, is continuing and is not waived by the Parent. 
 

12.2 Where this Clause applies, the Parent, at the cost of the Subsidiary, may: 
 
12.2.1 exercise such rights as it has or will have to appoint and / or remove Members and 

Board Members of the Subsidiary and may require the Subsidiary to appoint and / or 
remove from any committee such persons as the Parent may nominate; and / or  

 
12.2.2 appoint investigating accountants in respect of the Subsidiary. 
 

12.3 If the Parent is satisfied that the event(s) which caused the Parent to exercise its powers under 
Clause 12.2 have been remedied and that the no such event(s) is likely to recur, it shall as soon 
as practicable, remove any Subsidiary Board Member appointed and reinstate any such persons 
removed in exercise of its Clause 12.2 powers.  
 

12.4 The Parent will only exercise its rights to appoint and remove Subsidiary Board Members in 
accordance with Clauses 12.1 to 12.3 inclusive.  
 

13       VARIATIONS 
 

13.1 It is anticipated by the Parties that pursuant to their overall aim and intention to cooperate for 
the benefit of the Group, the provisions of this Agreement may from time to time require 
amendment. 
 

13.2 It is accordingly agreed between the Parties that they shall formally review the operation of this 
Agreement at intervals of not less than one year, and shall report thereon to the Subsidiary 
Board and the Parent Board. The Subsidiary or the Parent may thereafter propose to the other 
that a variation be made to this Agreement, and in such event the Parties shall negotiate in good 
faith with a view to reaching agreement upon the variation proposed. 
 

13.3 In the event of a failure to agree the matter in dispute shall be considered pursuant to the 
procedure set out in Clause 14. 
 

13.4 In the event of a variation being agreed the same shall be recorded in writing between the 
Parties. 
 

14       RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES 
 

14.1 It is the declared intention of the Parties that all matters of disagreement should be resolved by 
negotiation and discussion between the Parties and both Parties will use their best endeavours 
to apply the terms of this Agreement without the necessity for recourse to the following 
provisions of this Clause.  Notwithstanding the foregoing declaration and in the event that any 
dispute or other failure to agree shall arise between the Parties in relation to the matters the 
subject of this Agreement which cannot be resolved by negotiation and discussion the Parties 
shall observe the following procedure for the resolution of the same: 
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14.1.1 either Party may serve upon the other a dispute notice.  Such notice shall state the 
subject matter of the dispute and shall specify the proposals of the Party serving the 
notice for the resolution of the dispute; 
 

14.1.2 not later than 14 days after the date of service of a dispute notice and if the proposals 
for resolution set out in the dispute notice are not acceptable to it, the Party upon whom 
such notice shall have been served may serve a counter notice specifying its proposals 
for the resolution of the dispute, and specifying a date (which shall be not less than 
fourteen nor more than twenty eight days after the service of the counter notice) for a 
meeting to resolve the dispute; 

 
14.1.3 the meeting referred to in Clause 14.1.2 shall be attended by two members of the Parent 

Board and two members of Subsidiary Board and shall be held at the Registered Office 
of the Party serving the counter notice or at some other place to be agreed between the 
Parties; 

 
14.1.4 those persons present at such meeting shall use their best endeavours in a reasonable 

manner to resolve the dispute between the Parties, but if the dispute shall not be 
resolved the matter shall be referred to advisory conciliation; 

 
14.1.5 advisory conciliation shall be carried out by an independent person who shall be 

appointed jointly by the Parties or, failing agreement upon such appointment shall be 
nominated by the President for the time being of the Law Society of Scotland following 
a reference to him by either Party within fourteen days of the meeting hereinbefore 
mentioned; 

 
14.1.6 the Parties hereby agree to cooperate with the person appointed or nominated to carry 

out the advisory conciliation in terms of Clause 14.1.5, and shall act in good faith with a 
view to reaching agreement upon the matter in dispute with the assistance of such 
advisory conciliation; 

 
14.1.7 the person appointed or nominated to carry out the advisory conciliation shall as a term 

of his appointment or nomination be required to present a report of his findings.  Such 
report shall be copied to each Party, who shall by notice in writing to the other served 
within fourteen days of receipt of the report indicate its willingness or otherwise to settle 
the dispute upon the basis suggested in the report; 

 
14.1.8 in the event that the matter in dispute shall not be resolved following such advisory 

conciliation, the matter shall be referred to the next meeting of the Parent Board whose 
decision shall be final and binding upon both Parties. 

 
15       NOTICES 

 
15.1 Any notice to be given in terms of this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sufficiently 

served if delivered by hand and receipted by the recipient or sent by recorded delivery service 
addressed in each case to the Parent or to Subsidiary at the address specified above or to such 
other address as either Party may from time to time notify to the other in accordance with the 
provisions of this Clause. 
 

16       MISCELLANEOUS 
 

16.1 If any term or provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person or 
circumstances shall to any extent be invalid or unenforceable the remainder of this Agreement 
or application of such term or provision to persons or circumstances other than those to the 
extent to which it is invalid or unenforceable shall not be affected thereby and each term and 
provision of this Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.  
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16.2 This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of Scotland. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement, comprising this and the [nine] preceding pages and the 
Schedule in 4 parts annexed hereto, is executed at [insert place] on [insert date] as follows:  
 
For and on behalf of NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Board Member/Secretary/Authorised Signatory Witness 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Full name of party signing Full name of witness 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Date of signing  
 
……………………………………………. 

……………………………………………. 
Address of witness 

Place of signing  
  
  
For and on behalf of [SUBSIDIARY LIMITED] 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Director/Secretary/Authorised Signatory Witness 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Full name of party signing Full name of witness 
 
……………………………………………. 

 
……………………………………………. 

Date of signing  
 
……………………………………………. 

……………………………………………. 
Address of witness 

Place of signing  
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THE SCHEDULE 
 

Part 1 
Undertakings by the Parent 

 
The Parent will co-operate with the Subsidiary as follows: 
 
1. By providing high level professional advice and support as required relating to significant policy 

matters generally, including advice on regulatory requirements in relation to performance 
expectations, monitoring and good professional standards. 
 

2. By advising the Subsidiary on and assisting the Subsidiary in the selection and appointment of, 
bankers, solicitors and other consultants. 
 

3. By appointing auditors for the Group. 
 

4. By complying with all reasonable requests of the Financial Conduct Authority, Companies 
House, the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator and other comparable bodies and agencies. 
 

5. By implementing all its adopted strategic policies. 
 

6. By implementing all its adopted financial budgets and by using its best endeavours to perform 
in accordance with its adopted cash flows. 
 

7. By working closely with all appropriate local agencies in seeking to promote and enhance 
regeneration in the Group's area of operations. 
 

8. By respecting confidentiality of all material and negotiations.  
 

9. By operating in accordance with its own standing orders and financial regulations. 
 

10. By acting in accordance with its core values and vision and with the Subsidiary’s Business Plan. 
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Part 2 
Undertakings by the Subsidiary 

 
Subsidiary will co-operate with the Parent as follows: 
 
1. By complying with all reasonable requests of any regulatory authority and other comparable 

bodies and agencies. 
 
2. By complying with all reasonable advice from the Parent in relation to probity, standards of 

competence, management and fidelity, and customer services. 
 
3. By implementing the Group’s Policies and the Subsidiary’s adopted strategic policies. 
 
4. By implementing the Subsidiary’s Business Plan agreed with the Parent and all its adopted 

financial budgets and by using its best endeavours to perform in accordance with its adopted 
cash flows. 

 
5. By attending quarterly liaison meetings with the Parent and providing such relevant information 

as may be requested by the Parent as to the performance of the Subsidiary in relation to 
strategic policy and financial matters. 

 
6. By reporting to the Parent quarterly upon its financial functions in such form as the Parent shall 

from time to time reasonably require. 
 
7. By using the Group’s bankers, solicitors and any other consultants (other than consultants of a 

temporary or minor nature employed for day to day work). 
 
8. By respecting confidentiality of all material and negotiations and only disclosing any information 

pertaining to the Group with the prior agreement of the Parent. 
 
9. By preparing for and co-operating with any monitoring of either its or the Parent’s activities by 

the Parent’s members. 
 
10. By operating in accordance with its own standing orders and financial regulations. 
 
11. By complying with the reasonable requests of the Parent to contribute to specific areas of the 

Group’s business at particular times. 
 

12. By developing systems and processes to support the delivery of services to the Group. 
 

13. By, in consultation and agreement with the Parent, expanding the range of services provided to 
the Group where there is capacity to do so.  
 

14. By, in due course and where there is capacity to do so, seeking to provide services on a 
commercial basis to third parties (by tendering for contracts let by other registered social 
landlords or clients in the wider third and public sectors, or by providing services direct to 
members of the public) with a view to generating profit or cost sharing across the third sector – 
subject always to the restriction that the Subsidiary must remain a Controlled Subsidiary by 
undertaking at least 80% of its activities for the Parent or other Controlled Subsidiaries (unless 
otherwise agreed, in advance, by the Parent).  
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Part 3 
 

Subsidiary Board Structure 
 
1. Subject to paragraphs 2 to 4 below the Parent and the Subsidiary intend the Subsidiary Board 

to be appointed initially by the Parent. Thereafter vacancies will be filled (1) by the Subsidiary 
Board if vacancies arise between general meetings, or (2) by the Parent as sole member at 
general meetings of the Subsidiary. The Subsidiary Board will comprise up to 10 persons, being:  

 

• Up to 4 members of the Parent Board. Should a vacancy arise in this category, the 
Subsidiary Board shall approach the Parent and seek a nominee from the Parent to be 
appointed to fill the vacancy.  
 

• Up to 3 independent persons.  
 

• Up to 3 senior staff members of either the Parent or Subsidiary with relevant experience 
in the operational areas in which the Subsidiary works. 

 
2. The Parent wishes to ensure that the Subsidiary Board should consist of persons with 

appropriate levels of skill and experience sufficient to manage the Subsidiary’s business 
appropriately in accordance with Group Policy and shall take such steps as it considers 
appropriate with a view to ensuring that the proposed nominees will most effectively fill the 
vacancies on Subsidiary Board from time to time.  
 

3. The Parent and Subsidiary will agree and put in place a group policy and associated procedures 
to address the recruitment, selection, appointment, appraisal, training and removal of members 
of the Subsidiary Board. Among other things, the said policy and procedures will also govern 
succession planning for the continuity and sustainment of the Subsidiary Board and retirements 
or reasons for removing members of the Subsidiary Board. Once the said policy and procedures 
are in place, the Subsidiary and the Parent will adhere to the said policy and procedures, unless 
the Parent is entitled to exercise control as set out at Clause 12. 
 

4. In any event, and whether or not the policies referred to in paragraph 3 above have been put in 
place, no person may act as a director of the Subsidiary until they have signed the group Code 
of Conduct for Board Members. The Subsidiary Board shall assess annually the skills, 
knowledge, diversity and objectivity that it needs for its decision making and what is contributed 
by Subsidiary Board members by way of annual performance reviews. 
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Part 4 
 

Distribution of Functions 
 
The Parent 
 
The Parent is responsible for the following functions: 
 
◼ Setting goals, values and vision for the Group; 

 
◼ Business Planning; 
 
◼ Constitutional issues; 

 
◼ Governance; 

 
◼ Significant financial risk:- 

• Investment policy for stock, people and other assets; 

• Treasury management; 

• Financial parameters (budget constraints); 

• Allocation of surpluses 
 

◼ Policy and strategy; 
 

◼ Audit; 
 

◼ Monitoring the performance of the Subsidiary; 
 

◼ Framework for staffing and deployment of resources. 
 
 

The Subsidiary 
 

The Subsidiary is responsible for:  
 

◼ Developing and implementing the agreed Subsidiary’s Business Plan; 
 

◼ Reporting on performance within an agreed framework; 
 

◼ Working with the wider Group to deliver the core objectives of the Group; 
 

◼ Complying with any and all contracts entered into with the Parent for provision of services to the 
Parent. 

 
 
 
Signed on behalf of  
NORTH GLASGOW HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED: 

 
............................................................... 

  
Signed on behalf of  
[SUBSIDIARY LIMITED]: 

 
............................................................... 
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